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KOREA - SMA/&IZDIUM SCALE IRRIGATION FROJECT 

SUMMARY AND RECO DATIONS 
1. Borrower: 
 The Government of the Republic of Korea (ROKG).
will be implementel by the Agricultural The projectDevelopment Corporation (ADC) of theMinistry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
 

2. Amount of Loan: $17.2 million. 

3. Terms: 
Repayment within 40 years, including a ten-year graze period;
 
interest at 2% annually during the grace period, and 3% thereafter.
 
4. Uose: 
To assist by accelerating ROKG efforts to expand the production of

rice and barley through the utilizatuion of water resources
scale irrigation projects and,' therebly assist 

in small/medium
up to approxirately 95,000increase their net incomes by an average of $412 per year.
 

farmers to 

5. 
 lect escription: The completion of up to 66 subprojects currentlyin various stages of construction, is defined as the "Project." 
 These subprojects include primarily pumping and reservoir type irrigation syst ms
and they are located throughout the country.
 
6. ojectCos and --- ancinq .ents.these 66 subprojects is currently estimated to be $65.3 million. 


Total costs of completing
 
amount it is proposed that AID Of thisfinance $17.2 million. These funds would beavailable on a reimbursement basis to finance 75% of certain designated
local costs of each subproject. Such reimbursement would take place only

after individual sub-projecto 
are 
certified to AID "s being satisfactorily
completed.
 

7. Other Sources ofFinancing: Other sources of financing to assist this
Project are not presently available.
 

8. Mission Views: USAID/Korea views this Project as being a key element of
its current program which emphasizes support for the ROKG's efforts to speed

the develounent of the rural/agricultural 
sector, and accordingly recomnends
early authorization of the proposed loan.
 

9. Issue. : None
 

10. StE"utoiy Criteria: 
All statutory criteria have been satisfied (see
Annex C). 
11. Recommendation: 
Authorization of a loan to the ROKG in the amount of

subprojects 
$17.2 million to finance up to 75% of certain local costs of completing
from among the 66 identified, subject to the terms andconditions stated in the draft loan authorization attached as Annex D.
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I. Background 

A. Ariculture in the Korean Economy 

The dramatic growth and development, of the Korean ecoriorVsince the early 1960's is a matter of historical record which has been
amply documented in reports of the major international lending insLilutiors
and the Government of Korea (ROKG). 
It is also well recognized by th-
ROKG and the international lenders that the pattern of development under
the first two Five Year Plaxis (1962-1966 al-d 1067-1971) heavily emphasized
basic infrastructure and export-oriented industry at the expense of
agriculture. 
During the ten-year period 1959-1969, the average annual
growth rate of the total econony was 8.2 percent, while agriculture,
forestry and fisheries grew at a ra'o of 4.2 percent. 
For agriculture
alone the rate of growth was 3.8 pei-cerit. While this is 
a respectable
rate for the agricultural sectorin a developing country, agriculture has
not been able to meet the demands of the rapidly expanding urban sector.
The result has been an increase in the agricultural products trade deficit
from $64 million in 1961 to $363 million in 1971. 
Rural income per household has increased more slowly than urban household income 
- 360 percent
from 1962 to 1972 for rural. households compared with 840 percent for

urban.
 

Notwithstanding the fact that the agricultural sector was relegated
to a back seat during the period 1962-1971, the importance of the sector
to the development of the tobal economy is fully appreciated by the personnel
and institutions developing and guiding the 
implementation of the five year
plans. 
The decision to emphasize the non-farm sectors in earlier years
appears to have achieved the desired results, i.e., rapid industrialization.
Now more attention will be given to 
.
 ricultural development. This shift
in emphasis is reflected in the Third Fi-e Yar-Pla----
 W-A976). Greater
equity in income distribution, meeting social needs through improved rural
services, increased production (especially in the critical area of food
grains), and development of land and water resources are major objectives
of the current developme±t strategy.
 

B. Korean gicuuralSector Analys.isad Priorities 

The AID financed Korean Agricultural Sector Study carried out
in 1971-1972 by Michigan State University a d the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries recommended investment in eight specific agricultural subareas in the following order of priority:
 

Agricultural Research
 
Transportation (roads)
 
Irrigation
 
Drainage

Credit and Grain .Management Policy

Market Information
 
Storage facilities (grain and pulses)

Upland Development
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In January 1974 AID entered into a loan agreement with the
iuKG to provide $5 million over a five year period for assistance to
agricultural research on rice, barley, wheat, soybeans and cropping
systems. 
 The project is designed to achieve breakthroughs in the development of significantly higher yielding, resistant varieties of these crops
through concentrated multidisciplinary research. 
Loan money will be used
to bring 11 full time American scientists to Korea to work with scientists
of the Office of Rural Development, to train Korean researchers at institutions in the United States and in third countries, and to purchase
selected research eqiipment. 
The ROKG is increasing its budgets for
research on these commodities by the 
won equivalent of $625,000 per
year. 
The total research effort in these areas will now be more than
2.5 times the effort in recent years.
 

The second priority investment areas as recommended by the Korean
Agricultural Sector Study was roads. 
 Needs here are being adequately
taken care of by ROKG and other donor resources, including IBRD's.
 

This loan addresses itself to the third priority area  assistance
in acclerating the completion of ongoing small/medium scale irrigation
projects. 
 Thus benefits in the form of increased food production and
higher farm incomes will be realized sooner than would be the case 
if the
completion of this Project was dependent solely upon Korean resources.
 

Wile the Korean 4ricultural Sector Study recommended foreignlender assisteunce in completing ongoing amafl7edium scale irrigation
projects having reasonable economic returns. the recently completed IBRD
Agricultural Sector Survey did not comment on these. However, the IBRDSuvey did come down heavily in favor of making future irrigation projects
an integral part :f area developoment projects. 
The IBRD team especially
noted the ROKG proposal to start some 
5,000 new irrigation projects
averaging 30 hectarez in size. 
 The team was concerned that these projects
would have drainage and water supply problems and also with the fact that
site surveys, design and construction supervision were to be carried out
by local governments. 
The S'e.{ went on to say, however, that it was
likely that more detailed analysis would show that some discrete irrigation
projects (i.e. those not a part of total area development) merited investment.
The proposed AID project avoids the drawbacks about which the IBRD team
was concerned as 
it is to assist in the completion of projects that have
:been surveyed and designed by the Agricultura. Development Corporation
and construction is supervised by the ADC. 

systems The 88 proposed irrigation
* are of a size and nature that will avoid drainage and water
'supply problems, and all those that AID will assist will have relatively
high incremental internal rates of return.
 

Area development projects may well make better sense for the
future. 
 Hcwever, if rice production is 
to be increased significantly
by 1976 (a goal of the Third Five Year Plan), most of the increase will
have to come from the establishment and improvement of discrete irrigation
systems, since the larger scale area development projects, with the
 

* Note: In this paper the term system(s)" is used when referring to 
one
or more of the 88 proposed irrigation systems; the term "subproJect(s)"
is used to refer to 66 of these 88 systems proposed as eligible for
A"l 
 financing; and collectively all of the subprojects are referred to as
 
the "'Pro ect;"
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exception of the IBRD Pyongtaek-kumgang and YongSan Gang Stage 1, will
not be completed until the late 1970's. The IBRD Survey recognized 1thiswhen in projecting an increase in rice production of 344,000 MT by 1'976,it showed 70 percent of this increase ccming from new or improved individual
 
irrigation systems.
 

C. Need for Irrigation
 

Korea has relatively abundant water resources, but an unfortunate

seasonal distribution of rainfall coupled with a mountainous topography.
It has been estimated that only about, 13 percent of the total annual precipitation is being utilized for agricultural, industrial and home purposes.

The most important period for application of irrigation water is in early
June for puddling and planting rice, but genorally rainfall in June is not
sufficient. 
Alsc, there are frequently drought periods in August and/or
September which markedly reduce rice yields. 
 In one of the reports prepared

under the United Nations Upland Jeve - and Watershed Management
Project, it was estiina ud that in a:-w.r.ge rainfall year only 58 percentof the total water requiresent for optirnn. rice yields is provided and in
a typical drought year only 46 
pocunt is provided. In another study

conducLed under the same project 
 _L wab estimated that without irrigation,
rice yields in 8 years out of 30 would 
e 20 percent or less of optimum.,
whereas with full irrigation, yields bi 
w 20 percent of optimum would
 occur in only 2 years out of 30. At thc other end of the scale the study

showed that withouL irrigation, yields 17 '0crcentand above of optimum
would occur in only 1-5 years 
out of 3 W-.1ereas with full irrigation this

level of yields would occur in 24 years out 
of 30. These data clearly

indicate the importanc, of irrigation for 1-ce production by preventing

extreme yearly fluctuations in yields due to climatic conditions.
 

Although estimates vary, it ap-peLxa thaL only about 650,000
hectares of Korea's one 
 illion hecTa&e.i of adsy land suitable for
irrigation is 2fhl.y irrigated. 
 'T' 88 ystez. would fully irrigate48,000 hectare-s, or 14 percent of the '.7,4CC hectares renviining to beirrigated. In addition it is contcm4Atec --- at about 17,000 hectares of
non-paddy land wiil bu converted to ir-igatta paddy. 

D. History of Irrigation Imprcrem(,nt in Korea 

irrigation iuiprovement projects were undertaken
beginning in 1906, and 290 thousand hectares of paddy land in 598 districts
 
were brought under irrigation during :he period of 1906 through 1945.
 

The Korean War of 1950 through 1953 destroyed or damaged most ofthe irrigation facilities constructea in the past. After the Korean War
various international donors such as 
UNKRA, FAO. and ICA provided much

help for reconstruction of the damaged or destroyed facilities by giving
aid in funds or materials together with technical assistance. irrigated
paddies increased to 399,034 hectares in 14,315 districts by 1965.
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The unprecedented severe drought of 1967 
-
1968 caused serious
losses to the nation's economy and made agricultural production unstable.
Following the drought the "All Weather Farming Program" was designed in1968 by the Government to protect rice and other crops from the effects
of drought. 
Under the program the ratio of irrigated paddy land was to
be increased to 90 percent of the then-present level by 1976. 
During this history the Farmland Improvement Associations (FLIAs)were developing into 
 viable organizations for assisting farmers.
June 1, As of1973, there were 127 FLIAs covering 450,000 hectares of cultivatedland throughout the country.
 

E. Non-availability of Financing from Others
 

A project proposal for completing these systems was presented
by the ROKG to the Consultative Group meeting in Paris in December of
1972. Subsequently no donor other than AID indicated an interest in
considering this 
Project. 
Since the other donors to Korea are planning
to provide their programmed amounts in support of other activities,
there is really no alternative financing available for this Project.
 

F. Relationship to AID Priorities
 

The anticipated results from the Project financed by the
proposed loan include not only significant increases in domestically
produced rice and barley but substantially enhanced incomes for the up to95,000 relatively poor families who now own andbenefited farm the lands to beby the Project.* (See Section VI ,Impact on People). Inaddition it will strengthen the Farm Land Improvement Associations which
in effect are local cooperative water districts which operate, maintain,
and manage all uspects including collection of water charges and debt
servicing of the irrigation subprojects after completion of construction
and formal acceptance. 
The loan thus fits the FAA Sec. 103 Food and
Nutrition category since it will provide basic services (irrigation water)
to poor farmers and enhance their capacity for self-help by making it
possible for them to grow more food through more intensive land use and
thus earn more net income.
 

* While the Project is defined as completion of construction on 66
subprojects, it should be noted that the proposed AID loan of $17.2 million
for financing 75% of the costs 
from i/1/74 of these will finance only a
portion of the 66 subpr jects since these have a remaining total cost of
$65.3 million.
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II. Zfstitutional Aspects 

A. 
Role of Vrious Organizations and Groups
 

The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) is in charge
of 
 land and water resources development, except in the case
multi-purpose and river basin development projects which are the
of
 

responsibility of the Ministry of Construction. 
Under MAF, the Farm
Land Bureau overseas the nation-wide land and water programs.
Agricultural &velopment TheCorporation (ADC) is the main technical andconstruction agency under MAF. The fo'lowing table shows the generalpattern of administrative responsibilities of various agencies and
sources of finance for the contemplated irrigation subprojects.
 

Administrative Responsibility and Sources

of Finance for Irrigation Subprojects 
L.
 

Sizes of ProJec,3 

Small Medium
 

Size of command area (ha) 
 50-1,0OO 
 over 1,OO0
 

Responsibility:
 
Survey and desist 
 ADC 
 ADC
Execution of construction 
 Private 
 Private
 

contractors 
 contractors
 
(paid by FLIA) (paid by ADO)
Construction supervision 
 ADC 
 ADC
Operation and maimenance 
 FLIA 
 FLIA
 

Source of finance 
MAF subsidy 
 70 
 70

MAW loan _03 
Total 
 100 100 
ADC designs and supervises construction of all subprojects and
FLIAs operate and maintain them. 
The payment distinction is discussea
 

in section 1 below.
 

ADC refers to Agricultural Development Corporation, FLIA to Farm
Land Improvement Association,and W(AF 
to Ministry of Agriculture
 
and Fisheries.
 

L 
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Under Policy guidance of the Economic Planning Board (EPB)

and applicable laws and regulations, the MAF releases budgetary funds

to ADC and the FLIAs and monitors ADC and FLIAs performances. 
MAF is,

and will continue to be, the channel for policy considerations regarding

the substantive aspects of the Project to be financed by the prospective
AID loan. USAID has confidence that MAP andsufficient priority EPB will give this Projectand funding toassure acceptable Project progresstimely completion. and 

1. TheAgricultural Development Corporation (ApO)
 
ADC, a semi-autonomous public entity within the Ministry


of Agriculture and Fisheries, has overall responsibility for Project
execution. 
Established in early 1970 through consolidation of the
Union of Land Improvement Associations and the Groundwater Development
Corporation under the Rural Development Promotion Law, ADC has broad

responsibilities 
for the development of land and water resources in
 
rural areas 
throughout Korea. 
Although a relatively new organization,
ADC has through its employees and predecessor agencies long experience
in managing construction of irrigation proJects. 
ADC is headed by a
 
president, a vice president and a board of directors consisting of four
 
members. The president and vice president are appointed for a four-year
term by the Presdent of the Republic of Korea, while the directors and
is 
other senior staff are appointed by ADC's president.divided into six departments The corporation-- GeneralConstruction, Affairs,Kumgang - PYong Survey and Design,Ta~k project,
Agricultural EngineerIng 

Foreign Services and theResearch Center. 

ADC has a main office in SeoulField offices are established at each project site for survey and
 

and eight branch offices.
 
supervision of construction works.
 

ADC employs 1,600 people among whom Lhere are 1,200

engineers and technicians, drawn from different specialized disciplines.
Most of them are graduateA of Korean universities and some 65 received
degrees abroad.
 

ADC and its predecessors have completed l,000 projects,

including 700 dams, 330 pumping plant, 160 diversion weirs and 9,800

projects for tubewells, bridges, tidal land reclamation, harbors and
hydropower.
 

ADC sets up a training program every year for its engineers
 
and sends some abroad for specialized training. 
Some engineers are

assigned to construction projects, testing laboratories and inspection
in manufacturers' plants for continuing education in new techniques.
They also attend international engineering conferences.
efforts to upgrade profeasional skills are 

Such continuing

applied to all engineering
work.
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ADC has an Agricultural Engineering Research Center

equipped with 2,700 pieces of testing apparatus. The center carries
out soil, soil mechanics and construction materials testing, as well
 as hydrologi.c studies and teats using hydraulic models.
 

ADC owns and maintaiL-
 300 pieces of heavy construction

equipment for renting to construction contractors and FLIAs.
 

Specialists expeiicnced in procurement matters handle
purchasing and inspection of construction materials and construction
 
equipment.
 

ADC has done the 'detailed studies for all 88 systems.
The material is voluminous and on a random sampling basis has been
found to conform to good professional standards. 
The findings have
not been reduced to report form but the data is there for each subproject and would be made available to USAID should it be needed
 
during Project execution.
 

ADC will supervise construction on all subprojects to
be included in the AID financed project. 
Thus the resident engineer
for all AID financed subprojectB will be an ADC employee. 
On 21 of these
subprojecto payments to the contractors are made directly by ADC. 
For
the rest of the subprojects payment is made by the FLIA concerned but
only after the ADC resident engineer and the supervising ADC Branch

office have countersigned the contractor's invoice.
 

All progress reporting and accounting for the approved

subprojects will be coordinated by ADC. 
The latter has an established
monthly reporting system for these subprojects which has been examined by
seveBal members of the Project Committee and found to be adequate.
 

The Project Committee considers that ADC has sound management
and adequate staff to handle the acceleration of subprojects under the propose.
loan in addition to its other work, including the IBRD-funded activities.
This is beecse actua coustructiou is carried out by private coatractorr.
The 88 systems are all on-going efforts that are staffed based on the past
rate of anticipated funding. Likewise, all basic design work has been
completed. 
Little extra staff will be needed to permit a significant acceleration 
 The on-site staff normally includes a resident engineer (ADC) and az
inspection team (ADC and FLIA) consisting of two members. 
At most, he larger
projects might need an additional inspector or two. 
Such personnel are
normally engineers-in-training or technicians. 
The on-site staff is
supported and supplemented by the Provincial Office (or in some cases an
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Intermediate District office).

It was noticed that, 

These offices seem adequately staffed.
in the threebasic staff exibited a 
Provincial Offices contacted, thePermanence

engineering standards. 
of personnel that is unusual by U.S.Key personnel generally had twenty to twenty
five years of service, usually all in that one location. It appears
that there is a reluctance to move to other communities.This tends to
stabilize such offices.
 

Korea 
a reserve of talon; 

has a substantial engineering work force providing
needs. Pertinent 

and ADC has been able to attract the engineers itTo this question,that its basic staff the ADC in iecentwas adequate its 
years has feltto handle own work load and toundertake consulting serviced in other countries.
two-fold; first provide Its motivation wasto employment

currently needed for specialists or expertsin notthe Korean program,base of experience for its employees. 
and second to provide a wider

If the program of the ADC were
 threatened by understaffing, it would undoubtedly return some of this

overseas staff to Korea as rapidly as its obligations would permit.This would pi-ovide a reserve of the more experiencedpersonnel, if and more expertneeded, to augment Seoul and ?rovincial Offices. 

3ecause of its size,present a particular staffing problcm. 
the S" .... subproject might seem toHowevciwith an existing.isW Csorstaff it also is an on-going efforte
oni the job. Also,oltas ~ has with t e s h a ic e f rdesign work is completed. the others, the baic
 

including inspection. 
The major need is supervision of construction,
An acceleration of the work would probably require
some 
added personnel. 
 However, theproportional to the 

increased personnel would notincreased berate of work. Lbspectors wouldsites to watch which would reduce the Lime 
have fewer
 

increasing the effectiveness per 
of travel between sites,


inspectors man appreciably.are generally the Also, adequateeasiest classobtain and to train. of engineering personaeiIf the towork were threatenedof ADC personnel, the Project Committee is confident that the FLIA would
 

by delay due to a lackassign additional personnel to work with the ADC to keep the work moving. 

2. Contractors
 

For each subproject there is normally one prime private

construction contractor seie~j
paring his on the basis of his low bid. In pre
unit costs esaablished 


bid., unit prices may range from 80% to 100% of the official
for thathe has flexibility in 
year by the Economic Planning Board annpricing his overridecontingency, overhead, profit, etc.). 

(the indirect costs including

to The selected contractor is retained
complete the project provided his work is sati.factor-,
is funded only one year at a time. 
 but the contractNew prices are negotiated in succeeding
years based on the new EPB eitablished official unit costs. 
 The amount
 
of work to be done is fixed by budget availability and the new costs.
contractor posts a Performance Bond in the amount of 10% of the contract

The
cost for each annual contract amount.
of Performance There has been an excellent recordw-i th only limited instances of failure. 
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3. Self Help by Farmers 

The to-be-benefitted farmers are required to contribute
labor or the equivalent to assist in the construction of some common
use features of the irrigttion systems. 
On a sample basis this appears
 to amount to about 10% of the capital costs. 
 In addition land conversion
(leveling, terracing, etc. within a farm plot) is the responsibility of

the farmer. 
Basically he either does this himself or trades off labor
and equipment with his neighbors to accomplish it. 
 The value of both of
these types of labor has been included in IRR calculations. 
These cost

elements, however, are to be excluded in calculating AID's 75% reimbursement
of remaining 
capital costs of completed subproects--see Sec. VIII.
 

4. FarmlandImprovement Associations
 
The Farm Land Improvement Associations (FLIA) show a re

markab.e similarity to the Irrigation Districts of the Western United
States. 
These are associations of farmers with a common interest in the

continued success of an irrigation syster.
in the U.S., This arrangement has proven,
to be generally much more successful than the private
irrigation company in business to supply water.Irrigation District, has the authority to 

The FLIA, like the U.S.
"tax" the water-users for funds

for the operation and maintenance of the irrigation system and for repayment
of debts of the FLIA. 
 Because of the direct farmer involvement, the

management must do a satisfactory job and becomes very sensitive to the
farmers' needs.
 

Field inquiries as to the number and type of personnel on
 
FLIA staff indicated about the same level as in the U.S.
equipment ownership is somewhat lower. 

The level of
 
availability of off-season farmer labor at relatively low cost. 


This is due, in part, to the
 
It also
tends to result from the availability of renta]l equipment from the ADC
and the use of contractors when equipment is needed.
 

Project operation and maintenance Js handled by the FLIAs.
The many kilomet3rs traveled by car afforded the Project Comittee
irrigation engineer an opporttulity to observe many older projects, up to
twenty years old. 

observed. 


In none of these were cases of inadequate maintenance
A few instancos of deteriorating concrete were noticed, but
not to the extent of needing rep1acement andThe turf of the downst 
not to an Unusual degree.side ofdams was in excellent shape. 
The
irrigation Engineer rates the maintenance operations of the FLIAs as


slightly better than the average Irrigation District of comparable size
in the United States, probably because of the greater availability

of ba d labor.
 



5. Other Required 8n~uta nd Far Product MarketinR 

Agricultural inputs (fertilizer, insecticides, pesticides,seeds) are widely available to farmers through bothmarketing systems. While 
public and private

these systems undoubtedly could be improved,and need to expand considerably in future years, they have demonstrated
a capacity to get purchased inputs to farmers in a reasonably efficient
manner. 
For example, fertilizer usage by farmers has increased from
393,OOC MT in 1965 to over 800,000 MT in 1973, or slightly over I00
percent. 
 Annual rates of increase have been particularly marked during
the past two years, being 20 percent in 1972 and 1Z percent in 1973,
largely a 
the result of government's high grain price policy.Agricultural The iBRDSector Surves states, "A highly developed system of farmercooperatives has enabled the govearnment to carry out 
successful programs
for ... distributing fertilizer and 
and 

other inputs required to expand croplivestock production and increasing commercial marketings of agri
cultural products."
 

Korea has rather uizeable fertilizer manufacturing capacity
much of which has been AID financed. 
Until 1973, production has been
sufficient to meet Korea's own needs and to export a small amount.
1973, Ina small amount was imported. 
 However, new production is coming on
stream, expansions of existing plants arc underway or planned and anew majorfacility (the "Seventh FPrtilizer Plant") is well along in planning.The ROKG and the investors in these plants are being careful to ensure
long term raw material availability. 
The Project Committee feels prospects
are excellent that Korea's overall needs for fertilizer in the long run

will be met.
 

The agricultural extension (guidance) service is much more
advanced than in other developing countries,
has demonstrated and through past performancethe ability to perform in a more than adequate manner.A notable example of its capacity was its performance in disseminatinginformation to farmers concerning the planting and cultivation of IR 667rice in 1972, the first year in which that newly developed variety was
planted extensively. Similar experiences have occurred in the case of

the rapidly developing mushroom,
industries. livestock, and fruit and vegetable 

Storage facilities in terms of total capacity are probably
adequate but the quality of storage needs to be improved.
in improving both quantity and quality in 
AID assisted
 

1972 when it financed the
construction of 675 myon (district) level warehouses. 
The Government is
continuing to build new storage facilities of a high standard.
 

Adequate marketing arrangements already exist andsafely be assumed that they will be 
it can

expanded as required to absorb theincreased production of the proposed project. 



B. Overall Capability for the Carrying Out and Operation of the
 
Proj ect
 

In light of the above favorable findings on the capabilities
of the entities involved in this proposed Project, namely the Economic
Planning Board; Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries; the Agricultural
Development Corporation; the Farmland Improvement Associations; the
other agencies of MAF; oontractors; other private firms concerned with
farm inputs, storage and marketing; and last but not least the shrewdness
and adaptability of the farmers, the Project Committee finds excellent
prospects for a successful Project.
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III. Project Description, Project Costs and Financial Plan 

A. General
 

The ROKG has proposed that AID loan it a minimum of $30,00CoOo 
over a two year period to assist it in the early completion of 88 sm'ill to 
medium size irrigation syste. 

The Project Committee irrigation engineer reviewed the technical 
plans and specifications for, and made visits to the sites of, a representative 
sample (14) of these proposed subprojects. The Committee also made an economic 
analysis of each of the 88 systems. On the basis of these reviews and
 
analyses, the Commi'ttqee decided that AID should select as eligible for AID 
financing only those shbprojects which have an incremental Internal Rate 
of Return (IRR) Of 22% or higher. This would make eligible 66 subprojects 
for AID financing'. 

B. Project Description
 

The 66 subprojects already have major investments in place, but
 
sufficient funds are not available for prompt completion. Enough work has
 
been completed on many of the subprojects so that relatively modest inputs
 
can get at least part of the irrigation started. In fact some are already 
irrigating a part of the potentially irrigable area. Some probably will 
be serving new areas before the end of the first construction season given
 
an adequate level of funding. 

In some of the larger pump irrigation schemes there is basically
 
a stage development possibility where blocks of land can come under irrigation
 
when certain key facilities are constructed. Some of these (such as the
 
Sin-gog subproject) have very clear cut stages. Others are not so sharply
 
defined since some works serve several "stages" and the extent of new
 
irrigation may depend less on the completion of key structures. A staged
 
development concept might apply to same reservoir subprojects and some
 
drainage subprojects, but the effect is not so obvious.
 

In general, but not always, the smaller subprojects tend to be 
an "all or nothing" situation. The key structures whether a dam, pumping
station or weir are usually to be the last finished under any funding
situation. The drainage schemes also tend toward an "all or nothing" 
situation. When the main pumping atation is operable, scme benefit may 
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result, but generally all secondary pumps and all drainage canals will beneeded before there will be significant benefit from the installation. 

Land consolidation, or paddy rearrangement, is a firmly fixed andimplemented policy of the KOKG. 
Many of the proposed subprojects will
have land consolidation as part of subproject construction, some will not.
In the latter case consolidation may come along in later years if the
farmers decide thpt the 
benefits would significantly outweigh the costs.
In the following economic and financial analyses the costs and benefits of
7and consolidation have been excluded since this 
is a separate effort byother ROKG agencies and is not uniformly a complementary effort for each
 
subproject.
 

Table 1, in the Annex presents among additional data the type of
irrigation system, the benefited area, total construction cost and remaining
cost for each subproject. The application data include more details on
the remaining construction elements of the subprojects. 
The complete (and
voluminous) subproJect study materials are available from ADC.
 

The design engineering for all subprojects has been completed.
For all structures, except those specialized structures such as major pumping
stations, standard design drawin.- following closely the U.S. 
 Bureau of
Reclamation pattern are used. 
The engineering and detailed design work
for a representative sample 
 of subprojectswas examined in sufficient detail
to assure that design and engineering work confirms with good engineering

practice and meets Section 611 requirements.
 

Table 2, in the _Aanex is a cross reference to the Location Map (next
page) so that the subprojects proposed for AID financing can be found among
the 88 systems shown thereon. 
It should be noted that the subprojects are

spread throughout the country.
 

Anex A contains excerpts from the Project Committee irrigation
engineer's overall report. 
These cover information derived from site visits
to three subprojects: Sin-gog," Na-po, and An-deok (An-deog). 

C. Project Costs and Financial Plan
 

The incremental costs (based on current prices) for completing the 66
irrigation subprojects total 26.1 billion won or $65.3 million U.S. dollars. 
The
cost estimates for individual subprojects are listed in Table 1 of the Annex.
Funds available for financing these subprojects include $15.2 million equivalent
from the ROKG and the A.I.D. loan of $17.2 million for a total of $32.4 million.This will permit a substantial number of the 66 subprojects to be completed, leavinga residual requirement for further financing of approximately $32.9 million tocomplete the remainder of the subprojects to a total of 66. The tabulation
following the map sets forth the use and source of funds for financing the
incremental Project costs and'shows how the A.I.D. loan is attributed to
completed subprojects.
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FINANCIAL PLAN FOR "66" SUBPROJECTS
 
(in millions of won and millions of U.S. dollars)
 

Incremental 
 Costs of Subprojects

SubPro~ect Costs 
 Completed
 
Won U.s.$ Won 
 U.S.$-3/
 

Total Capital ReQuirements 
 Zj 6 97 ZZ-


Source of Funds
 

A.I.D. 
 1 7 7 
Total 12,965 32.4 9,173(100%) 22.9 (100%) 

Residual Funds Required to Complete Reaining Subprojects after

A.I.D. loan fully disbursed 13170
 

_/ Includes 2,293 million won for completed subprojects, and 3,792 million 
won
 

disbursed for subprojects still to be completed.
 

2/ A.I.D. contribution only to completed subprojects.
 

3/ Exchange rate used won 
 O = $1. 

The $17.2 million A.I.D. loan will finance 75% of the costs of completed
subprojects. A.I.D. participation will permit the ROKG (ADC and FLIM)to
accelerate the completion of subprojects currently under construction. 
It is
expected that about $10 million of the A.I.D. loan will be disbursed during
calendar year 1974 and moat of the remainder during calendar year 1975.
 

The ROKG budget already has been approved in the amount of 3.24 billion
won, or $8.1 million, and the Government is proceeding to request
appropriation for an additional 2.845 billion won, or $7.1 million. 
a supplemental
 

The supplemental
budget will permit further acceleration of completion of the irrigation subprojects.
In order to encourage the ROKG to seek a special budget appropriation in the
amount of $7.1 million, A.I.D. has agreed to provide for a $5 million advance. 
Thus,
for every dollar A.I.D. is advancing, the ROKG will be making available $1.40
from its own budget. 
 The advance will be deducted on a pro rata basis from
reimbursemenb from completed subprojects. 
The procedures for reimbursement and
planned advance are spelled out in Section VIII-A and Section VIII-C respectively
 

The reimbursement formula, which provides for a 75%/25% A.I.D./ROKG
contribution assures that the ROKG will pay a minimum of 25% of the total costs
of the completed subprojects and thus meets the requirements of Section 110
of the Foreign Assistance Act. (In Accordance with Agency procedures, confirmation
of this will be obtained from the ROKG--as a covenant in the loan agreement.)
In addition, the ROKG Xas paid for all of the capital investment costs incurred
for each subproject through December 30, 1973, and beyond this each farmer is
required to make further investment through labor or payment, as set forth in
II-A-3 -
Self Help by Farmers.
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IV. Economic and FinancialAnalyses
 

A. Economic Analysis
 

Incremental economic internal rates of return (IRRs) are shown
for each system in column (B) of Table 1 of the Annex. 
This analysis
considers all of the investment through calendar year 1973 as 
a sunk
cost and the IRRs therefore disregard these costs. 
 Incremental benefits
are the current values of the additional crop production which would
stem from reasonably expected yield increases priced at estimated
economic values for those crops. 
 The incremental production costs to
attain the incremental benefits are also included in the calculations..1/
 

The Project Committee used these incremental economic rates of
return as 
the principal indicators of economic viability and Table 1 of
the Annex lists the systems in rank order from the highest rate of return
to the lowest. As 
can be seen from Table 1 (column B) the economic 1RRs
for all 88 systems range from a high of 123% to a low of 12%. 
The proposed
cut-off for AID financing 's ouuprojectNo. 66 at 22% IRR. 
 The balance
of the systems below this group (not eligible for AID financing) are
shown for informational purpoies. 
The reason for this fairly high cutoff is the relatively high opportunity cost of capital in Korea whichmay be in the neighborhood of 20-25%. (The highest commerical bankoverdraft rate found in current statistics is 20%.)
 

In these IRR calculations both capital and operating costs were
fixed at current 1974 levels. 
 In sections 2-4 below the sensitivity
of selected IRR's to various levels of cost escalation is analyzed. 
In
all of these analyses it is assumed that no subproject construction
 
schedule will go beyond 1976.
 

Since increased rice and barley production is to result from
this Project, the proper pricing of these graino is crucial to this
economic analysis. 
 Discussions with an IBRD representative developed
that they are forecasting a CIF price for rice landed in Korea in 1980
of around $250 MT for polished rice of the quality type that Korea
buys. It may be assumed that the additional rice production anticipated
from the subprojects will substitute for imports at that price level.
Since the World Bank estimates th-e
30% Korean won to be overvalued by about
/ the $250 becomes $325 equivalent in won. 
The landed cost or rice
today in Korea is very high  over $500.MT. Although it should come down
by the end of the 1975 crop year, when the first significant production
increases would be realized from these subprojects, it will likely
avarage in excess of $325 equiva.lent per MT during the period 1975-1980.
Thus the IRR runs have been made with rice at $355 equivalent per MT
and barley at $229 equivalent per MT. 
These happen to be the current
Korean domestic support prices but are believed to be realistic projections
for Project economic evaluation purposes.
 

_/ See Annex tables 3 and 4 for breakdowns of production costs (excludingwater charges ) and benefits for the 88 irrigation systems. 

2/ Based on an evaluation of exp.Qt industrv subsi.dies. 
 The IBRD uses
such a factor in its appraisal of import substitution projects.
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Sensitivity tests were made to ascertain the effect of
 

certain crucial variables on the IRRs of representive subprojects and
 
in some instances collectively all 88 systems. 
 The results of these

tests indicate economic viability for this Project under the adverse
conditions assumed. 
The results are summarized below. (Copies of

the ADC's computer printouts of IRR calculations
for at least are available in AID/W
one sample of each of the three types of sensitivity tests
where the computer was 
used.
followedby an asterick are 

In the tables below those IRR figures
supported by computer printout sheets which
are available in ASIA/CD.)
 

(Continued on Page 18) 
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1. 
Effects of lower product price
 

As indicated in the following table the prices of rice and
barley were reduced and IRR 
for the indicated subprojects were recalculated. 
Barley prices were reduced a greater percentage than rice because
the Korean support price for barlcey is high in comparison with the international price. 
 Since the estimated increase (for all 88 systems) in
rice production (80,500 MT) ii greater than the increase in barley production (60,000 MT), 
the proportionately greater reduction in barley
prices does not have a proportionate adverse effect on benefits.
 

Subproject IRRs including
land conversion 

(system) 

IRs excluding land conversion,
equiv mzT
Rank at indicated prices equiv h-'7Rice@ 
 @355@355order Name @ 3 @5$250 C32ooBarley @ $228 
 @ 228 @ $132 @ $110 
 @ Z88
 

46 Sin-gog 29
32 Na-pa 2 (Est) 15(Est) 12(Est) 8(Est)
43 3 20
53 San-nam 15 925 
 26 12 
 8 3
 
68 Hak-ha 
 22 
 22
82 Weon-san 13 10 
 6
17 
 18 
 8 
 5 2 

All 88 
 48* 
 51* 
 29 20* 10 

*Copies of computer printout sheets available in ASIA/CD.
 

Due to a misunderstanding with the ADC personnel sensitivity
runs resulting in the IRRs shown in the last three columns of the above table
were made excluding land conver-ion costs, but 
us cw 
be seen by a conparison
of the first two columns of IRRs the effect on the IRRs is only siginificant
in the case of the Sin-gog subproject (#46)where the cost of land conversion
is 
a greater proportion of the total remaining capital costs. 
Thus the
last four columns are a valid indication of'product price sensitivity.
 

Basically the above table indicates that the subprojects are
highly sensitive to product price declines and this was anticipated.
roughly, a reduction of 15% (to $300/YU) in rice price about halves the
Very
 

?fRs. The rationale in the sectio 
 irmediately above for forecasting a $355
equivalent /MT price is believed, however, to be sound.
 

2. Effects of higher construction costs
 

The sensitivity of representative subproject IRR's to several
higher construction costs (including land conversion) was also tested with
the following indicated results:
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IR~s at indicated capita. cost escalations

SubproJect Assumed 
 over indicated year

(system) year 1 
 0ost) 197 4 (at cost) 
 1974(at cost + 1()%)
Rank name of 
 (no more 1975(10% over '74) 1975(20% over 


*-Copies of computer printoutsheets available in A TA/CD
 

order completion escalation) 1976(0% over 
(%%) 

75) 1976(20% over 
'74) 
'75) 

46 
28 
32 
43 
53 
68 
82 

Sin-gog 
Mae-ho 
Na-po 
Dong-song 
San-nam 
Hag-ha 
Weon-san 
All 88 

(1976) 
(1976) 
(1975) 
(1976) 
(1975) 
(1975) 
(1975) 
(1976) 

29 
45 
43 
30 
25 
22 
17 
48 

17(Est) 
n.a. 
35* 

n.a. 
23 
20 
15 
47* 

30 

20 

39 

This tabli demonstrates a significant sensitivity to capital cost escalation.
Sin-gog is particularly sensitive because of the large remaining costs after
1974. 
For subprojects with significant proportion of expenditures in 1976 
the IRRs drop by about 1/3 at the highest escalation rate tested. 

3. The combined t- s.ects of higher farm input costs and 
higher construction oosts
 

The following table illustrates the effect on selectedIRRs of combined escalation of farm input costs and construction costs: 

IRRs Based On 

Presently fr9sently 
 1974 estimated
 
estimated estimated 1971 farm production

1974 costs farm producti.on costs +50% 
one time
Subproject 
 with no costs with 10%, escalation with 10%,
(system) further 
 20% and 20% con- 20% and 20% 
con
escalation struction cost 
 struction cost esca-
Rank Name 
 iscl for 1974, lationj for 1974,
order 
 1975 & 1976 1975 and 1976
 

respectivey 
 respectively
 

46 Sin-gog 
 29 n.a. 14(Est)

28 Mae-ho 45 30 27

43 Dong-song 30 
 20 
 17*
 

* Copy of computer printout sheet available in ASIA/CD
 

From the last two columns of the above table it can be seen that the effect
of a 50% cost escalation on all farm inputs causes only a modest decline in
the IRRs. The combination of 50% higher farm input cost and escalated
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construction costs makes a significant decrease in the ]iJiLt, but a:3 Ctn ,n;seen the most significant element is the construction cosL uscalal,ion
 
factor.
 

4. Effects of higher power costs on 
subprojects based on
 

Because the Sin-gog subproJect involves the pumping of vast
quantities of river water and 
some high (average of about 18 meters) secondary

lifts, it and a .mall pumping subproject (Na-po) were selected to test the
sensitivity of their IRRs to substantially higher costs of power. 
For all
agricaltural projects electric power charges currently are:
 

Won 71 (17.7 US cents)Awhmonth demand charge

Won 4.57 (1.14 US cents)Awhr energy charge
 

Since these rates are stated to be subsidized, and look low, the Project
Committee decided to check the actual costs of delivered power and then
attempt to forecast how these may rise by 1975-76 when the pumping projects

will start operating.
 

The Korea Electric Company (KECO) reports the cost of all
power sold in 1973 as won 7.263 /Kwhr (1.86 US cents). They roughly forecast
that this will increase to 10.0 wonAwhr (2.50 US cents) in 1974. With a
production cost (mainly fuel cost) of won 5.875 /Kwhr (1.48 US cents) in
1973,it appears possible to the Project Committee that the total actual cost
of power sold to pumping subprojects could be as high as 15-20 won/Kwhr (3.8 -4.0
US cents) by 1975-76. 
This would be 3 to 4 times the current rate for
irrigation or agricultural purposes.
 

Such "an economic rate" for power (say 4 times) would
merely raise the total operation and maintenance cost for the additional
Sin-gog hectarage from about W200 million to approx. W300 million and thus
merely add W1O0 million to a W4O0 
million recurring cost stream vs. a Wl,66o
million incremental benefit stream. 
Thus, the sensitivity of the IRR for Sin-gog
t-o. "an,economic" power rate (assumed to be four times the present actual rate)
appears nominal.
 
As in the Sin-gog subproject the pumping costs for the Na-posubproject are approximately the same proportion (15%) to the overall O&Mcosts. The resultant cost increase due to the same assumed economic cost forpower is W5,700,000. Adding this to a W28.6 million recurring cost stream
vs. an incremental benefit stream of W125.8 million can b: seen to have only
a nominal inpact on an IRR calculated at 35.3%.
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B. Financial Return on Total Project Costs and Cost/Benefits
 

Based on total Project costs financial rates of return
 
calculations for the 66 subprojects (with rice at the internal support price

of $355 equivalent per Mr and barley at $228 equivalent per MT) show a range

from 77% to 10% - see column(4), table 1 of the Annex. It can therefore be

deduced that on a strictly benefit cost ratio basis all of these subprojects
exceed by a substantial margin a one to one ratio. 
Thus the requirements of
 
FAA of Section 611(b) and App. Section 101 relating to the Memorandum of the
 
President dated 
May 15, 1962, and pertaining to cost/benefit ratios have been
 
met.
 

Since the capital costs of each of these systems is 70% sub
sidized to the FLIAs by the ROKG it follows that the farmers will benefit
 
not only at these relatively attractive Financial Rates of Return but also
 
to the extent of this Government subsidy.
 

Based on the figures for all 88 systems (which would not be
 
very different from the comparable figures for the 66 subprojects selected
 
since the latter group contains the one very large project, Sin-gog) the
 
average farmer in the project area would realize net benefits of approximately

won 165,000 ($412) per amum. 
This is derived from the estimated "net profit"
for all farmers shown as won 19,526,510,000 in table 4 of the Annex divided 
by the 103,413 farmers in the 88 System5 minus an estimated water charge

averaging won 25,000 ($62.50) per farm. 
The water charge includes debt service
 
on 30 of the project capital costj and 
covers all other expenses of delivering
the water to the farmer incluaing system maintenance costs. Thus the capacity
of th farmer. to .pay water_ chags of $62.50 after a return of $475 per annumis obvious. We understand that the farmers pay their water charge assessments
 
either in cash or kind after the harvest and only on the basis of some
 
catastrophe are water charges either r-duced or eliminated for an irrigation
 
season.
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V. Environmental Impact 

The possiblq harmful environment aspect of this Project is the likelyslightly higher health hazard of water-related diseases (including encephalitis and malariaboth with mosquitos as the vector), while onside there should be a lessening of silt flow and flooding. 
the positive 

When considering the io 
 ble environmental problems, it is necessary
to view the current situation and the changes that will be made.
conversion of forests and upland crop areas 
The
 

to irrigated paddy will, of
course, increase the shallow water areas conducive to mosquito breeding.
However, the fact that the bulk of the land is already in paddy and will
remain in paddy minimizes th: local change. 
The addi tion of irrigati onwater on lands that are wet most of the time from accumulated rain willnot greatly increase the mosquito problem. 
The inclusion of drainage in
many of the project units woild tend toward a reduction of the mosquitoproblem at certain times of the year, but the net effect would be ixinor
because of the overwhelming balance of wet lands -- on an overall area

and time basis.
 

Beyond the local effect of change, this overall irrigation plan
should be Viewed as a part of the total situation in Korea. 
Each subproject is relatively small within its locality and the total program is an
even smaller part of the national total. 
The full 88 systems
proposal includes a total of about 18,000 hectares of land to be converted
to paddy in contrast with 1,275,000 hectazes of paddy in Korea in 197i.
Thus, Korea's paddy lands would be increased by only 1.4 percent by the
total 88 systems.
 

Most of the reservoirs in this program have relatively steep banks,
thus affording very little shallow water for mosquito breeding. 
Furthermore, the changes of reservoir level during the filling andof the use periodssummer should reduce even that minor area which is conducive to
mosquito reproduction. 

The foregoing discujion cannot be quantified; however,likely that it see:_the mosquito breeding opportunity in Korea would be increasedby considerably less than two percent.
 

Most paddy fields can be managed to reduce the mosquito breeding by
drying the surface of the land for a day or two without damage to the crop.
Tnis would kill the mosquito larvae. However, it appears highiy unlikely
that the farmers would participate 
 in such a programgeographic area over a wide enoughto have a worthwhile impact. With irrigation wateravailable, a farmer might be more receptive to draining his fields per'ou:cally than would the farmer who must depend upon waterretain in his rain-fed the that he canpaddy. If a mosquito control program were to be
attempted, it would have to be on a much more comprehensive basis thanthese project areas in order for it to do any good at all.
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It is understood that malaria is not present except in some
 
localities of the extreme south coast, and is not considered to be
 
a significant problem there. Much of Korea is too high and cold for
 
this disease. Encephalitis is somewhat more common.
 

Water conveniently available in irrigation ditches often becomes
 
a domestic ,dter 
source in rural. areas with obvious health hazards.

Such small surface water sources are common conveyors of any water
borne disease including those of the gastro-entro tract. The latter
 
class of disease is probably endemic to most of Lhe area involved and

its prevention is partly a matter of the development of a safe potable

water supply. A side,rninor observation on this is that it is interesting

to find at least some farmers now use water purification tabletb .n

their "ditch-water" for home use. 
 It is doubtful that the irrigation

ditch will present a significantly greater risk than the presently used
 
sources.
 

Beyond the possible health hazards, there are other envirorr.ental
 
aspects. The conversion of "forests" (mainly scrub waste lands) and
upland to paddy has a beneficial result on reducing the sediment ("silt")
transported to the streams and downstream areas. 
 The paddies and
 
reservoirs all retain water and thus help to decrease the downstream
 
flooding. A number of the subprolJects include drainage for agricultural

benefit, and this also tends to reduce the environmental problems of

flooding. These environmental benefits have not been claifed in the 
economic analyses and probably outweiL> the possible minor overall 
increase in the incidence of water-relZ. ed diseases. 
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VI. Impact on People
 

560,000 individuals. 

The Project will benefit about 95,000 farm households, approximately
This represents about 4 percent of the totj. farm
population of Korea. 
Individual farm household net annual incomes after
project completion will be increased on the average of about won165,000,
($412) or 125 percent of present income from their lands.
 
While all Korean farms are small, with farms averaging only 0.92
hectares, and virtually all Korean farmers 
are poor, with average incomes
in 1972 of $180 per capita, the farms within the project area are
likely 
 below this per capita average since they now have rain-fed
paddy fields while the majority of the paddy lands nationwide suitable
for irrigation are fully irrigated. 
As mentioned in Section I A of this
paper rural income growth has been lagging far behind urban income growth
for the past ten years. Even if$180 per the Project farm families arecapita level, the Project would add 

up to the 
for a $70 per capita of netnew total of ,250 which would bring 

income 
national average for 1972. 

their incomes only up to theThus this activity wil- provide long-termbenefits to a substantial number of the poorer people in Korea.
 
Since construction methods on these subprojects are relatively labor
intensive, with unskilled labor co:ts 
constituting approximately 30
percent of total project cost comux- ed with only 3 percent for unskilled
labor costs under the highly intensive machine methods utilized by theUNDP Upland and Watershed Management Project in Korea, this prcjecthave a favorable willshort term impact on rural income. Inment of - terms of employural people, approximately 13 million man days of employmentwill be provided during the period of project construction.
rural people will be employed during In addition

the off-seasonof the irrigation systems. 
for the maintenance

This there will be a large immediate and
lesser,continuing supplement to ral income in the subproject 
 anfrom
thuse activities.
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VII. Erosoects for Repayment 
A. Korea's Balance of Payments Position and Debt Service Capacity
 

In July 1973 the ROKG made public its revised economic projections
for the period 1973-1981, which are based on achieving the ambitious
targets of $10 billion in exports and $1,000 per capita GNP by i9l. iea1
GNP is expected to increase by 9% per annum in 1974-76, and by ii perannum from 1977 through 1981. Manufacturing will grow most rapidly ininvestment and output, with heavy industry increasing from 35% to 51% ofmanufacturing output, and from 27% to 65% of manufactured exports during
the period. Compared to an overall annual growth of 16% to 17% for
manufacturing, agricultural output is projected to increase at about 4%
to 5%annually.
 

These projected growth rates will, of course, have a 5igrnf1canLimpact on the country's Balance-of-Payments. 
Commodity exports are
expected to grow in real terms at a compound rate of 20% through 1976,
but will slow to 16% in 1977-81. Imports ara 
expected to increase by
14.4%, through 1976, and 12.6% in 1977-81. Thus, Korea's net goods and
services deficit is expected to remain in the $650-800 million range
through 1978, decline to $260 million in 1980, and change to a $90 million
surplus in 1981.
 

Total foreign savings required (1973-1981)are estimated to be
$5.05 billion, and gross foreign capital arrivals are 
estimated at
$10.0 billion composed of $1.6 billion in foreign investment,
billion in public loans $4and $4.3 billion in commercial loans.decline is forecast in gross capital inflows through 1981, when avr 
te 
vaLswill equal outflows of $1.1 billion in debt service and profitbMLces.Debt outstanding, hawever, is expected to increase less rapidlyexports, and the debt service ratio (for debt of three years and over)
was estirated to decline from 14.4% to
1972--1981. 7.6% of goods ano services :x-Dort6,
Table V31-1 presents a summary of Korea's Balance-of-pddforecast for 1973-81 n;oas included in the Long-Term Plan announced ir.

July 1973.
 



Table VjI-I 

Balance of Paynments Forecast in ROKG Lon -Term Plan 
(in current prices)l/ 

in milion U.S. dollars
ACTUALG 1972 1973 1976 1981 1972-76 1977-81I. Goods and Services 
-520 -835 -660 90 -3,442 -2,147

1. Merchandise Exports

2. 1,676 2,350 4,407Merchandie Imports 10,970 14,9852,254 3,104 39,375

Trade Balance 4,798 10,289 17,695 39,111

3. Invisible Receipts -578 -754 -391 

599 
681 -2,710565 2644. Invisible Payments 852 1,628 3,398 6,528
507 680Invisible Balance 1,121 2,219 4,110 8,93958 -81 -269 -591 -712 -2,411
II. Transf'er Paywrnts (Net) 
 170 
 148
Current Account Balance 154 76 799 429
-350 
 -506
-687 166 -2,643 -1,718
III. Capital Transactions (Net) 489 
 789 
 638 
 369 3,265 
 3,209


5. Long-term Capital (Gross)
6. Amiortization 718-202 981
-242 1,020 14,713 6,037-321 1,126-4987. Short-term Capital & Others -1,330 -2,080(Net) 53 50 -61 -259 -748-98 
IV. 
Changes in Foreign Exchange
Holdings 


159 102 - /
381 149-/

V. 

642 1,491
Foreign Exchange Holdings 
 694 796 1,177 2,668 
 4,620 
 9,501
 

A-Kssumj.g 3,- dar,-- aII 2_sumive~3. . 1'f6 beginning in 1973.
~/Cumulative,19L' 

So urce .( n n J y 9Soctrce: ROKG F~zec t r".r -':'7-81(announced July, 1973) 
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Since the announcement of the Long-Term Plan for 1981, the oilcrisis and accelerated world inflation have somewhat altered the
outlook, though the ROKG has not formally changed its strategy orforecasts. All magnitudes in the original plan will obviously be
 
increased by inflation. 
The ROKG has tentatively estimated that
$14-15 billion in gross foreign capital inflows, rather than $10
billion, will now be required. Although export earnings in current
prices will also increase faster than expected, the estimated effect
 
on the debt-service ratio for long-term debt in 1981 will be to

increase it by 2-4%, i.e., to about 10-12% or roughly the ratio prevailing in 1973-74. 
Table VML-2 shows that Korea's total debt-service 
ratio has dropped sharply since 1971, to an estimated 12.3% in 1974.
Service on medium-term (1-3 year) debt is now a much smaller part of'total service, and Korea's improved debt-service position has enabieo
it to 
secure bank loans of up to 10 years to replace, in part, short
 
and medium-term bank borrowing.
 

Table VITL also indicatos that Korean export earnings in 1973
greatly exceeded the original estimate shown in Table VJJ-i and that
export earnings in 1974 will probably approximate the previous
estimate for 1976, largely due to accelerated world inflation. Due
 
mainly to a $770 million increase 
 in its oil import bill, Korea'sgoods and services deficit is expected to increase from $602 million
to $1.24 billion in 1974. However, sufficient foreign financing is

expected to be available to permit 
 a further increase in foreign

exchange holdings,from $1.03 billion at the end of 1973 
to an
estimated $1.14 billion ;,t endthe of 1974. No comparable forecasts 
are available beyond 1974. 

B. Specific Arrmgements for Reayment ofLoan
 

Repayment of this loan will be a charge against & & ,renera
resources. 
From section A above it can be seen that the Korar .co-.:,should have no problem with urdertaking this additional fori-'.
debt servicing burden. USAID if"-ther believes that ROKG reven ! 'Wrbe sufficient to provide budgetary resources for servicing of nu 
proposed debt. 



Table VII-2 

Debt Service Payments arid Ratios 
(millions of dollars) 

AMI 
 197 P1973 E1974A. Foreign Exchange Earnings
1. Commodity Exports 

166 8i,-32 1,676 3,212 ,4682. Service Earnings 484 550 876 919 
B. Principal Repayments 232 272 J04
C. Interest Payments 

378 
8 
 126 169 267 

D. 
Total Debt Service 
 321 
 398 
 573 
 665

E. (Of which 1-3 year debt)l (106) (83) (159) (105) 
F. Debt Service Ratio (D/A x 100) 19.9 
 17.9 
 14.0 
 12.3
 

l/ Including some bank loans of term longer, than 3 years.
 

Source: ROKG data and estimates as compiled by USAID/Seoul; no comparable forecastscurrently avaLlab, e beyond 1974. 
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VIII. Implementation 

A. Reimbursement 

Since two objectives of undertaking this Project are (1)to 

assist the ROKG in the early completion of high pay-off irrigation 

systems, some of which have been worked on for some time, and (2) 
to assure adequate advance funding by the ROKG for the construction 
of these systems, the mechanism of reimbursement only after subproject 

completion was decided by the Project Committee to be the incentive 

needed. As indicated previously reimbursement would be 751o of the 

costs incurred and paid after I/1/74 for completion of each eligible sub

project. On the average, the 75% is not expected to exceed the total 

direct costs paid to contractors, and paid for material supplies and 

direct engine.ering and supervision. The remaining 25%o for which the 

ROKG will not be reimbursed may be considered as covering ADC other 

direct project charges, land acquisition, and all remaining costs. 

Ii, addition as a measure to assure adequate budgeting on the 

part of ADC for the eligible subprojects so that enough of these would 

be started and completed to maximize the early increase in grain pro

duction, an advance partial funding arrangement has been worked out 

with the ROKG. This arrangement is spelled out in section D below. 
The advance in the form of an up to $5 million Special Letter of Credit will 

be made upon request after the relevant Condition Precedent to disbursement
 
has been satisfied. Thereafter as eligible subprojects are conpletcd 

new or amendeck Special Letters of Credit will be issued to cover the 

amount(s) "earned" by the completion(s). The first such con-rile tions 

could come shortly after the advance and be followed by more in the fall 

of 1974. A substantial number of completions are estimated to occur 

in 1974 and 1975. 

The Projecu Committee has developed the outline on the fuliow

ing page of the type of inforration required to document a request for 

reimbursement. In discussions with ROKG representatives they .idicated 

that the required inforrnatinn would be readily available to them to 

facilitate preparation of this documentation. A format is to be dev(eiop 
with the ROKG and incorpor'ated in an Implementation Letter which wilL 
establish precisely the information to be submitted including adjuszment!
 

to be made in the reimburscments to compensate for the advance.
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Documentation Required for Reinbursement 

Upon completion of a subproject the 	ADC will submit through 
to USAID a request for reimbursement of 75% of the actual costs to complete
 

IMPB
the subproject as itemized in item (3) below supported by the followingevidence in form and substance satisfactory to AID: 

(1) A certification by ADC that the subproject hasin accordance been completedwith ADC approved plans and specifications. 
(2) 	 An endorsement by the concerned FLIA on the above

certification. 

(3) 	 A statement of payments made year by year for subproject costsincurred from 1/1/74 and itemized as follows: 

(a) Total payments to contractor for work accomplished
from l/l/74. 

(b) Total cost of materials and equipment (excluding reparations
supplied items) charged to and incorporated in subproject from
11c/ 4.
 
(c) Construction supervision and design modification workdone. - (if any) 

(d) Any other direct charge 

above 
of ADC on items (a) and (') 

(e) Land acquisition 

from 1/1/74. 

costs (right-of-way), if any, incurred 
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The Special Letter(s) of Credit(SLC) would be drawn down

by Korean imports of U.S. goods and services and against invoices and

bills of lading evidencing such imports.
 

B. Actual Cost Reimbursement 

Very early in USAID's consideration of support for these
irrigation activities, it was decided that a reimbursement procedure

was highly appropriate in Korea for financing local currency costs, 
 and

USAID advised the ROKG that any AID assistance for these irrigation

activities would be based on a reimbursement concept. 

Subsequently, based on experience in the Philippin-ei, AID/W
suggested the use of a fixed cost type of reimbursement proc-...-:V L.-der
which 75% of the estir-n.ct cost of completion of each subpro, .- would
be established beforehand as the amount to be reimbursed upon: cinpletior,
regardless of actual cost. Based on a review of the "Statement C.
John E. Milgate, Associate Director, International Division (6fJ.nci
States General Accounting Office) on the Use of the Fixed Cost Rc-irnburse
 
ment Method for Dispensing United States Economic Assistanc 
 Abroad,"
USAID believes that most of the benefits cited in this statement sterni
mainly from the reimbursement feature rather than the fixed cost
feature and that an actual cost basis is more appropriate in the irbtarn. 
case where a number of individually engineered subprojects will bc!
completed over a period of time. Reimbursement against actuil cx ndi
tures will be administratively much simpler in many respects but especi
ally in that it will automatically adjust for legitimate escalated costs in
each of the future yeats that subprojects will be completed. 
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In practice, the procedure which will be used does inclurfJ
important characteristics of a fixed cost system. 
Maximum unit eoof various elements of work (e.g. per tt:
cubic yard earthof movo,Crete in place, manhours oI

the ROKG. 
of other labor used etc.) are fixedc annually byThese costs apply not only to ADC contracted work but govrnment-wide and cannot be exceeded in contracts for project work. 
Thus
the principal variables are amounts of work done and these can be readily
inspected and controlled.
 

Since each of these 66 subprojects is unique in its design, all
are under construction and are at various stages of completion, the task
would be monumental to independently verify the estimated costs for
pleting all of them. com-
After reviewing this situation with the ADC the
Project Committee Irrigation Engineer concluded that ADC is doing a cof.petent job of cost estimating for these-subprojects on a current year 
 zasis
and that such costs are estimated within plus or minus ten percent. 
S"ince
AID does have ADC's 1974 estimates of the cost based upon current priceZ
to complete each subproject, these can be used as benchmarks for testinactual costs prior to reimbursement. 
These 1974 cost estimates are backed
up in ADC's records by breakdowns of the remaining cost elements and are
readily accessible to USAID. 
As-indicated in 
a subsequent section entitled
Monitoring AID will retain the right of detailed post audit of' these subprojects, and plans on a random sample basis to do so.
 

The Project Committee has reviewed the planning, recoro keeping
and control procedures to be employed on this work and has also observed
the results of past performance. 
These give confidence that ADC and theconcerned FLIA's have strong qualifications for the control of costs 
and
any additional motivation which might be provided by a total fixed cost
procedure is not necessary to hold expenditures down.
 

After careful consideration of the pros and
alternatives, (fixed cost vs cons of the two
actual cost) as 
discussed above, it has been
decided that on balance actual cost reimbursement is.the most appropriate uni
feasible method under this loan.
 

C. Planned Advance
 

The AID loan will enable the ROKG 
o complete sub-project6
those with higher incremental economic rates of return 
- a iarly

In this way, - as fast as possible.Korea will receive benefits sooner from, completed subprojects,AID funds will flow more quickly. 
Since under the reimbursement proc-ur-,
AID funds cannot be disbursed until work is budgeted for and completed, we
hope d 
 that the budgetary availability in 1974 for the 66 subprojec-s
would be substantially greater than the approximately 
3.2 billion which
has been budgeted. 
Moreover, the actual work which can be accomplishea wi qin the budget limit is substantially reduced because of recent cost increases.
 
In view of the above and to provide incentives for the ROKGsubstantially increase the amount of work done this year toward completing
subprojects with higher rates of return, US= made the following proposal
 

to 
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to the ROKG: If the ROKG will plan to do an additional 2.0 to 4.0 billion
 
work in 1974 concentrated on completing higher rate of return subprojects
 
among the 66, AID would, upon receiving firm evidence of that plan, provide
 
an advance of up to W2.0 billion equivalent ($5.0 million) against future
 
reimbursements. Evidence of the plan would probably consist of an approved

supplemental budget demonstrating the amount of the increase and a work plan
 

demonstrating suit
able concentration on completing higher rate of return subprojects. 
 Later as
 
subprojects are completed and reimbursement asked for, 50% of the amount
 
which otherwise would have been reimbursed would be credited as a rec uction
 
inthe advanced amount and 50% would be actually reimbursed. This would
 
continue until the value of the advance was complete offset.
 

In response to the above proposal the Deputy Prime Minister sub
mitted on 5/7/74 a request to AID for a $17.2 million loan and in the 
same
 
letter stated that "We plan to provide the 66 systems with an addition.i
 
budget of about 2,845 million won within this year through the Supplemental

Budget." Thus a total ROKG budget in 1974 or 6.1 billion ($15.2 millior )
would be available to finance a portion of the 66 subprojects to competion.
 

D. Monitoring
 

Chapter II has delineated the structure and capabilities o"
 
organizations responsible for carrying out and subsequently operatirn 
 aru 
maintaining the subprojects to be partially financec] by this loar. 
 These
 
organizations, most particularly the directly involved ADC and F'LA' , have 
jointly proven themselves completely capable of carrying out the work n 
most satisfactory manner. There is ample evidence in both compieted w;(

partially finished project- of their ability to plan, design, buid 
 a:
 
operate such works and of ",heir determination to produce high quai'Ly..'rk,
 
all without outside supervision or pressure. The ADC project statfs art!
 
supplemented by inspectors and engineers assig-ied to each ubproj 
the concerned FLIA's who, as the owners, have primary intertis: ir .... 
a well and economically constructed project. For this reason, n 
VIII-A above, the documentation required for reimbursement. includes ai, 
endorsement by the FLIA of the ADC certification of completion _n 
ance with ADO approved plans and specifications. 

Utilizing the existing cmprehensve internal. reportin.'n e
 
pruject progress reportin,, "rrangements are being worked out " c
 
and MAF. These reports will serve to keep USAID will informed o:' D.
 
progress and of the manner in which costs and cash flow are deveiop.o
 

Prior to responding favorably to a request for reimbursezent on
 
each subproject, a jross check will be made by [;SAID against the original
 
cost estimate. Assuming any differences are explainable by USAID's expe2-ience 
with cost escalation during the intervening period, the required doc-zenz-s 
are in order, and no significant adverse information on the subproject 
is known by USAID, reimbursement would be made. As provided by

the standard loan agreement provision AID will retain the right to audit
 

ADC's accounts to verify its billings. This is planned to take place ,:
 
a randon sample basis in addition to any subproject where it is initcated.
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Thus, AID monitoring Will assure that AID's interests and requirev
ments are being adequately taken care of.
 

In addition to the above reviews AID monitoring will be carried out
primarily by USAID engineers and to a limited extent by other concerned USAID

personnel through review of reports supplemented by site visits, on a random

sampling basis, to spot check subprojects for construction quality, progress

and completions..
 

If contrary to expectation, unsatisfactory work should be obscrved,
this will be brought to the attention of ADC for correction and the USAID
 
has full confidence that suitable, expeditious action would be
 

taken in such a case.
 

E. Evaluation
 

This project is wellsuited to a "before" and "after" evaluation 
survey at least on a sample bais.
 

Since some of the 66 subproJucts will be completed during thecurrent construction season these would not be candidates for evaluation

unless adequate "before" data already exists. Among the remaining subprojects a random sample of subprojects based on (a) geographic/climatic

distribution, (b) pump vs. gravity water supply, and (c) medium vs. 
small
 
size could be developed.
 

The sample surveys would attempt to measure farm income without
 
the project and then the second and third ye&r6 after project completion to
 
see if the projected output and financial returns materialized. The data

could also be used to calculate economic returns. 
 If there are significant

differences between the original forecasts-and results an attempt would be
 
made to determine the reason,
 

The MAF and AX have stated that they are willing to collectbaseline and fol4wup deta for evaluation of three or four sample
projects. 

F. Implementation Plan
 

Loan Authorization 
 May 1974
 
Loan Signature 
 June 1974 
Baseline evaluation studies 
 July-September 1974
 
CP's met for Advance July 1974 
First SLC issued 
 July 1974
 
Reimbursements for completed

subprojects through SLC
 
issuances or increases 
 August 1974-December 1975
Followup evaluation studies Summers 1976 and 1977 
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IX. 	 Conditions and Covenants
 

The onay special condition precedent to disbursement envisioned
for this loan relates to the 
planned 	advance of $5.0 million. This
 
is discussed in Section VIII-C Planned Advance.
 

No special covenants are planned.
 



.
Proposed.ubrojectsfor AID Financing(A) and Balance(B) (C) (D) 

Name of Incremental Rank(( Type ofOrder
Economic 
 Based Irrigation 

--- onIR 


Ha-gi 
 123 
 Irrigation & 
.Yoon-nae 121 2 Drainage st.
Chang-won 
 117 
 2 Drainage st. 

Seong-su 
 114 3 Drainage st. 


Cheo-oon86 
 58 Reservoir
ChangdongPung-gan 85 6 Weir
75 
 7 Pumping St.o-deok. 
Gho-gye 76 8 Reservoir


74
Sin-gog si-o 49 9 Pumping
PmigS.305st.29 " / 46 Pumping st. 

Jang-yoo 


69
Neung-seo l Pumpig at.67
Jeoung-eup 12 Pumping st.
64
Myung-kan 13 Feeding canal 

Pung-yang 63 14 Reservoir


63 15 Pumping st. 

Ia-Jin
Yang-seo 61 16 Purrin 

Jang-ha 60 

ping st. 

Sa-do 60 17 Pumping st.
58

Se-on56 18 Pumping st. 

19
Cheong-yong 
51 
 20 


a/ After th.tta aty-,-

e
upon the origna

Reca~.ifol -it,hc
,subproUt in :..bw 

Pumping st. 

Reservoir 


of SYstems 

( f 
( Ee 
E
Benefitted TotalArea 
 Construction 

---------- On
t 
 - St-e
Cost 


553 
 24011
 

650 
 181 

5832 
 438 


631 202 


2,902 1,182 

26
 

126 

30 
 1,135

1,140 171
772 

5,960 5,363 


1,377 
 1,059

2,026 
 965 

2,823 
 1,018 


268 
 233 

1,669 1,113 
1,6st13783
 
760 
 351 


2,937 
 1, 851

231 
 106 

317 
 225

277 
 183 


(G)

Remaining 

onstruction 

Cost 


136 

3096
 
1436 


61.5 

511 

23

88
294 


4,215 


388 

469 

888 

106 

728 


221 

1,211 


73 

99 


Rate of ReturnFinancial
 
Based o oa
 

Cost
 

77
 

67
 

41
 

32
 
3
35%
26
 
47
 

24
 
32
 
51
 
26
 
36
 

35
 
34
 
37
 
24
 
30
 

f0,n . the calculation of incremental benefits were determined to be
l of 15,926 hectares instead of the remaining 5,960 hectares.


enta] econ-ior~. 
a IhR redured it toI other sub--,oieet 29%. The rank thisorder fornumbers between 47 and 9 adjust accordingly.
 



Table 1 Subprojects Proposed for AID F and Balance of Systems 

Rank
Incremental Order TypeName of of Benefitted FinancialTotalEconomic Based Irrigation Remaining Rate of Retu-ne( Area Construction Constructionon IRR Ssotres) Cost 

Based on Total 
Cost Cost
 

Gun-am millions of Won52 21 Pumping st.Jeong-an 288 21749 10622 Reservoir 23Cho-jeon 257 23248 23 99Reservoir 20Man-kyiung-:gang 334 30748 17724 Weir 252,099 1,330Expansion of 1,176
Keum-dong 3947 25 Pumping st. 883 525 298 26Do-gap 46 26 Reservoir 147 159 74O-ryu 2146
Mae-ho 27 Reservoir45 28 Pumping st. 150 152i-bug 546 423 82 2344 25929 Drainage st. 26

lu-man 364 30844 2!030 Reservoi, 28516 422 249 24Gi-gye 
 44 31 Reservoir
Na-po 276 26043 18332 Pumping st. 30An-deok 449 46141 22433 Reservoir 19Yang-hwa 201 186
40 113
34 Reservoir 24Hwa-chon 213 268
37 136
35 Reservoir 19
200 
 195 
 96 
 18"Ma-dun 
 37 
 36 Reservoir
Do-bong .500 391
36 37 242
Reservoir 22
Ha-nam 7836 3F Irrigetion 72 48 22818
dr,--. nage 
& 692 536st. 26Dong-cheon 
 35 
 3'; Infiltration 
 592 
 438
Yogrngallery 396 30
3Yong-<n 
 33 40 Re ergroir 
 169 
 225 
 128 
 18
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Table 1 	 Subnrojects Proposed for AID Financing and Balance of Systems 

(A) 

Name of 
SubproJect 

(B) 

Increment a] 
Economic 

IRR(%) 

(C) 
Rank 
Order 
Based 
on IRR 

(D) 

Type of 
Irrigation 

Sstem 

(E) 

Benefitted 
Area 

hectares) 

(F) 

Total 
Construction 

Cost 

(G) 

Remaining 
C-nstruction 

Cost 

(H) 
Financial 

Rate of Return 
Based on Total 

Cost 

(Millions of Won) M 

Ma- jin 
Gae-wun 
Dong-song 
Jem-gog 
Saeing-lim 

32 
30 
30 
30 
29 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

Pumping st. 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Drainage st. 

156 
115 
802 
140 
323 

199 
215 
984 
172 
328 

124 
77 

805 
113 
176 

20 
11 
24 
19 
14 

Do-cho 29 46 Irrigation & 343 331 273 22 

Ko-pung 
Ji-san 
Geo--Jin 
Yi-dong 

28 
28 
27 
26 

47 
48 
49 
50 

drainage
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 

st. 
1,457 

408 
300 

2,160 

1,657 
1,088 

310 
1,483 

1,010 
-661 
234 

1,473 

16 
15 
20 
26 

Keum-sa 
Seong-yeon 
San-nam . 
J4ong-u 
O-weon ±-

26 
25 
25 
25 
15 

51 
52 
53 
54 
85 

Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Pumping st. 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 

288 
300 
320 
189 
100 

306 
320 
417 
242 
274 

259 
226 
301 
195 
237 

21 
17 
17 
20 
13 

Yeo-ju 
Da-jeong 
Hwang-dun 
Song-weol 
Gong-seong 

25 
24 
24 
24 
24 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

Pumping st. 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 

_180 
86 
122 
70 

1,000 

120 
125 
222 
90 

1,160 

117 
90 
90 
74 

;,044 

27 
17 
10 
19 
21 

I/ 	The calculation of this sub-oroject's economic IRR was erroneously done and discovered after this table was typed final. This "s.st"en" therefore ( - 3 - ) moves down to IRR rank order No. 85. Thus theabove IRPL rank oider numbl, -s 57 i,h:i_ 85 should in turn move upward by one 	rank order. 



Table 1 SbProosed for AID 3inancin and Ballnce of Systems 

RankIncremental Order
Name of Economic BasedS etI& IRRIRot -M--Q 

Gyo-dong 24 61 
Mang-deok 23 62 
Cho-dae 23 63
Ga-jo 23 64
Go-yeon 22 65 

Goong-pyung 22 66Subtotal 2_ 

In-deok 22 67 
Hak-ha 22 68Dae-Ryong 21 69 
Baek-sook 21 70 

Type of 
Irrigation 

Ss m 

Pumping st. 
Pumping st. 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 

Pumping st.umig t 

Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 

Benefitted 
Area 

hcaehectares 

600 
320 
200 

1,166 
368 

210 
49,533 

110 

537 
420 
180 

Total Remaining
Construction Construction 

Cost Cost 
(Millions of Won)( 

520 455 
458 326 
243 177 

1,1-12 1,338 
599 408 

185__1_3_.1 

37,738 26,135 

156 128 
617 458574 477 
216 154 

Financial
Rate of Return 
Based on Total 

Cost 

20' 
15 
16 
21 
14 

18 

17 

15
17 
15 

Wun-gog" 
Song-nae 
Seo-ma 
Do-cheok 
Baek-gog 

21 
20 
20 
20 
20 

71 
72 
73 
74 
75 

Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Irrigation & 

320 
180 
109 
192 
275 

357 
301 
14 
247 
350 

271 
229 
115 
164 
320 

15 
15 
16 
13 
18 

drainage st. 
Seong-san 
Eun-cheok 
Hwa-bug 
Sang-song 
Weol-soong 

20 
20 
19 
18 
18 

76 
7/ 
7L 
IV-
80 

Re:.- rvo:f r 
Res: ro§.r 
Re&:. voir 
Reservoir 
PuFLing sL. 

140 
134 
180 

80 
460 

201 
183 
300 
128 
867 

176 
171 
241 
113 
711 

17 
19 
15 
15 
14 

2/ Subtotal revised to refilect -esults of 4
 
changes caused by footnot a,! and 1/. -4



rabl 1 Surjects jpooed for AID Fina n and Balance of Systemrs 

Rank 

Incremental OrderName of Type of BenefittedEconomic Total RemainingBased Irrigation 
 Area 
 Construction Construction
IRR(%) on IRR System hectares) Cost Cost 

Chang-su 
Ween-san 
Ycng-am 
U-gang 
Dal-mo-san 

17 
17 
17 
15 
15 

81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

Reservoir 
Reservoir 
Drainage st. 
Pumping st. 
Reservoir 

199 
i00 
45 

367 
220 

(Millions of Won) 
416 322 
185 154 

69 68 
811 623 
423 366 

Dong-yi 
Ga-san 
Deak-san 

13 
13 
12 

86 
87 
88 

Reservoir 
Reservoin 
Reservoir 

780 
116 

1,277 
234 

1,02 

1,076 
228 

Subtotal: 2/ 
5,579 9,200 7,568 

GrandTortal: 
55 1193/ 4698 3. 

V/ Subtotal revised to reflect results of changes caused by footrote _/3/ 9,966 hectares of lands in the Sin-gog subproject already irrigated
will receive additional water as a result of this Project.
hectarage is not however included in this total. 
This
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Financial
 
Rate of Return 
Based on Total
 

Cost
 

13 
14 
16 
11 
13 

11 
13 
11 
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TABLE 2 -
PROJECT CROSS REFERENCE
 

RANK ORDER Sub-Project Location Map
based on IRR 
 (System) Reference
(Col.(C) Table 1) Name Province No.
 

1 Ha-gi 
 Gyeong-Nam 9
2 Yun-nae f i10
3 Chang-weon 
 f " 6 
4 Seong-su Gyeong-Buk 4 
5 Cheol-weon Gang-Won 1
 
6 
 Dae-cheon 
 Chung-Nam 4

7 Pung-gang 
 Gyeong-Buk 12
8 Go-deog 
 Jun-Buk 1
9 Cho-gye Gyeong-Nam 14
(Revised #46) Sin-gog 
 Kyeong-Gi 5 

11 Jang-yu Gyeong-Nam 17

12 Neung-seo 
 Kyeong-Gi 9
 
13 Jeong-eup Jun-Buk 4
14 Myeong-gwan Gyeong-Nam
15 Pung-yang 

1
 
Gyeong-Buk 13
 

16 Im-jin 
 Keyong-Gi 3
17 Yang-seo 
 Gyeong-Buk 11

18 Jang-ha Chung-Nam 1
19 
 Se-do 
 Chung-Nm

20 Cheong-yong Kyeong-Gi 

9
2
 

21 
 Gun-am 
 Keyong-Gi 8
22 Jeong-an Chung-Nam 2
23 Cho-jeon 
 Gyeong-Buk 15
 
24 Man-gyeong-gang 
 Jun-Buk 6
 
25 Exp.Keum-dong 
 Chung-Buk I
 

26 Do-gab Jun-Nam 

27 O-yu Jun-Nam 13

28 
 Mae-ho Gyeong-Buk 129 
 E-buk 
 Gyeong-Nam 20
30 
 Gu-man 
 Jun-Nam 10 

31 Gi-gye 
 Gyeong-Buk

32 Na-po Jun-Buk 3 

5
 

33 An-deog 
 " " 214 Yang-hwa 
 Gyeong-Nam 4
 
35 
 Hwa-chon 
 Gang-Won 2
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36 
37 

3839 
40 

Ma-dun 
Do-bong 

Ha-namDong-cheon 
Yecng-am 

Kyeong-Gi 
Jun-Buk 

Gyeong-Nam
it 1Chung-Nam 

12 
5 

2
8 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 

48
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

56 
57 

59 
60 

Ma- jin
Gae-wtn 
Dong-song 
Jecm-gog 
Saeng-r-im 

Do-cho 
Go-pung 
Ji-san 
Geo-Jin 
le-dong 

Keum-sa 
Seong-yeon 
San-nam 
Jung-bug 
O-woon 

Yeo-ju
Da-Jeong 
HWang-dun 
Song-weol
Gong-seong 

Geyong-Nam
Gang-Won 
Gang-Won 
Gyeong-Buk 
Gyeong-Nam 

Jun-Nam 
Chung-Nam 
Jun-Nam 
Gang-Won 
Kyeong-Gi 

Jun-Nam 
Chung-Nam 
Gyeong-Buk 
Gyeon-Nam 
Gang-Won 

Kyeong-Gi
Gyeong-Nai 
Gang-Won 
Jun-Nam
Gyeong-Buk 

83 
6 

6 
3 

11 
3 
2 

5 
4 

7 
7 
18 
7 
7 

11
16 
4 
88 

61 
62 

6364 

65 

Gyo-dong
Mang-deog 
Cho-daeGa- Jo CajoGyeong-Nam 
Go-yeon 

Kyeong-Gi
Jun-Nam 
Jun-NamChung-Nam 

Gyeong-Nam 

2
6 
66
19 
11 

66 Gung-pyeong Kyeong-Gi 10 

6768 
69 
70 

Hae-pyeongHag.-ha 
Dae-yong
Baeg-seog 

Gyeong-Buk
Chung-Nam 
Jun-Nam 
Kyeong-qi 

16
5 
1 
7 
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71 
72 
73 
74 
75 

Un-gog 
Song-nae 
Seo-ma 
Do-cheog 
Baeg-gog 

Chung-Nam 
Gyeong-Buk 
Jung-Buk 
Kyeong-Gi 
Gyeong-Nam 

8 
7 
7 
6 
15 

76 
77 
78 
79 
80 

Seong-san 
Eun-Cheog 
Hwa-buk 
Sang-song 
Weol-seong 

Jun-Nam 
Gyeong-Buk 

" " 
Jun-Nam 
Gyeong-Buk 

9 
9 
14 
12 
2 

81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

cha'-su 
Weon-sam 
Yong-am 
U-gang 
Bul-mo-san 

Gyeong-Buk 
Gyeong-Nam 
Gyeong-Buk 
Gyeong-Nam 
Gyeong-Nam 

3 
12 
17 
5 
13 

86 
87 
88 

Dong-ie 
Ga-san 
Deok-san 

Chung-Buk 
Gyeong-Buk 
Jun-Nam 

2 
10 
5 
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3 
 Groz'S and Net Incc-C per Hectare before and after the Project
 

(Figures &re for 88 Systems) 

Before prjc IUDeetto 

fter Proiect mi-etin 

_.. .. b arley bezn otato cabbr ,e - o _ _ 
i.Gross Iecze 
 366,755 193,317" 243,2!%' 
 .111,904 512,058
--inproduct 297,696 37. 4 .333,413 586,617 212,C8
177,355
wae 223.o65--
viel 2,712 102,664 497,144 9,9
{e 
 1,940 7,52
2,44o 29T.696 T- 533.288 195,0503:5,
372
800 16,950 
 13,290 
 633 3,750 2,13
 

Price p,er m (won) L2,210 91,420 
 91,420 128,330 29,333 2,240 591,ETo ' 4 2,21G 942By- -duct value j .33,3242 
 15,962 
 20,6 
 9,240 14,914 

3,728 
 53,329 17,55S

2. P ro- u-' ,tion c0ot "
 Sec J -7
"" 

4i3 ,7 3
 

:nor anic "
 hC'-iCal3 .. ........ ......
 7
 
Orr c 
chemicals -

'hr~yi-raj~8,27 


,
 

1,953
Fa n,achi cry 6; 22 

"::-.'. a i.- !i2,4,4 9'. 76 

otal
.,b 53,653 43,ooo 3C,,7!6 ._5 1. i . -.
----- -9 9C i 0 59,2 rr . 22 



TABLE 3 CONTINUED Gross and Net Income per Hectare before and after the Project 

IBefore
project Implementation 

Iter. 

(previous) 

lice Barley Wkdbarley Soy..bean 

1 
Sweetpwotato 

53,908 

Chinesecabbage 

58,424 

Redpepper 

89,040 

Hired labor 28.,020 10,783 10783 9141 15,074 18,033 42,060 

3ub Total 81,678 50,783 -W---499--- 10,732 68,982 76,457 131,100 

Fa iily labor 70,520 54.223 !A223 57,671 797,7667 1 120,517 
Grand Total -52,196 105,006 111,722 68,403 144.448 156,172 251,617 

3. et Income 14,557 88,31?1.... 131,419 43,501 367,610 141,524 124,863 

After Project Implenmme -.tic-

Rce Barley 7
-_ i 

59,290 46,352 53,655 

29b21 13B . 322 

88,711 57,674 , 

77.572 50,6L5 

66,283 1172319 -

20,334 95,329 .2,E:? , 

%



Esti.'ate.Net Irofit-afte.-lroJeet lzre,ntation. 

(Y1ig-e are for 83Sytes) 
Before Lpeetatiez After Mmp1eentatica I. reuced In.cretisel 

Crop PlzlA.-ea Crs 
Ae- Total 

fcrodurtcon 
'Per 

cost 
Total 

P~r~gGrossA-
Per 

ilnco-
Total 

Prod=,.--om co.±-
Per Tot(al 

re- Grs r,--Cs' 
1 

'-

(hm) 
Wom 

.7- & 
7 

ectare 
Won 

TecoreT7ouis--
Won 

Profit (ho H.:t.-e 
Wucz 

Toournnd 
on 

Hectnre 
Won 

=wcn 
Von 

pro.±t- (IC3O wc) (i,000 Wn) 

,5.:e L3,220 366,755 17,6 .,926 152,1-3 7,338,96, 10,345,938 65,874 536,61? 38,642,8- 166,233 10,93,726 27,689,062 20,957,832 3,614!,3 1",.1. 

b:3ze -",74 193,317 2,6.,LE6 1c5, cc6 1,545,C5.3 19,762 2L295,64 4, 3,350 17,39 2z315,458 ,583 1, 7, M 773,'-.C 

-. 8h 22.3,31i ,671 111,722 20,,5- "245,754 23,05 267,454 6,3,6,19 124,e25 2,87,965 3,285,1454 5,71,7-5 2,6C,C45 3/ 

2.bein 3,712 2.194 419,7"k 664,1 235,914k - %13,7-)4i8 4 - 255.9

2.807*-, 532,5 , V-3 44,LLS 405,"' 2.33'81437,37% - L05,466 -3o.: 

ch-e 935 297,696 276,15 15x,10 x45,O' : --1;,2i - 27,3-5 - * i. 

9P. 376,80 352,008 251,617 235,2c2 116,7,6 35,C03 - 2355,.2 -

-. a. 73,233 3-,123" 23,470,537 a11,36 10,135,679 13,334,58 108,692 355;573* 49,o1,577 " 136,14e 16.130.1i9 32,861,428 25,5I,040 6,014.U70 13, .15 
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Excerpts from "Report on Irrigation Projects 
Korea
 

Proposed for AID Loan" 
William D. Romig, Consultant 

The Sin-gog (or Shingok) Pumping Station was visited on February 19, 
accompanied by Mr. Howe of AID/W. 
It is number 5 in Kyeong-gi on the
 

location map and 
 is situated on the Han River, north and slightly west
 

of the Kimpo Airport (Seoul). This 
is a large plant containing 5 sets of 
pumps (7.5 m3/sec each) driven by 5 electric motors (1050 hp each) con

structed by the Torishima Pump Ccpany, of Japan. These were provided by
 

Japan as an item of 'reparations". 
They can pump water into the canal for 
irrigation or out of the canal for drainage, with the help of a gate 

system. Two additional channels have been provided to pass water by 
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gra.i-,v .hen the water levels are favorable and the piups are not
 
e 
 All functions are automated, from a central control board.
 

.. z plant was constructed and all equipment installed by a Korean
 

c'3ntractor. 
 The plans necessary to the installation of equipment were
 

zrovided by the manu2acturer uho also provided the usual installation
 

supervision. 
Other portions of the pumping plant were designed by the
 

ADO. 
 Gates and incidental parts were fabricated in Korea.
 

The pt ,ping plant is designed to serve a total project area of
 

15,926 ha., 
in four stages of development. 
This main plant will directLy
 

serve 11,606 ha. The rest requires relift pumping plants. 
The Singog
 

pou pi~g plant was completed and one of the pumps put into use during
 

1971. However, the major part must remain unused imtil 
additional
 

cnz;truction is completed on canals and two of the three relift pumping
 

stations are finished. 
The main plant and one of the relift pumping plants
 

that is also built can serve a total of 13,266 hectares i-hlen the necessary 

c nal work is finished. However, of this about 10,000 hectares has been
 
irrigated and some more can now be served. 
Thus about 2,600 hectar& of
 

new irrigation can be served w.ith relatively modest investments in canals 

-- d distribution channels, under the Keyang relift plant. 
 Two additiona

re'ift plants are planned: the Kochang plant will irrigate 810 ha &-., Lh
 

K ,.hmnplant will serve 1,850 ha.
 

The cost estimates of the ADO are not subdivided along the lines of
 
t.his stage development. 
Instead they are grouped by associated work ite.
 

Threrefore, a clean-cut costing by stages is not possible at this time.
 

:;r e:.:aiple, the existing Kimpo Canal must be enlarged to supply water to 

the relift pumping plants. This canal enlargement is estim.ated at 

(.I,2-3,O00) and this cost should be distributed among the three relift stage. 
"?is has been done in the table below by guess based on map distances. 
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An approximate cost estimate of the Sin-gog project by stages is 

as follows:
 

Cost
 
Stage (controlling feature) Hectares Estimate
 

Keyang relift Plant 2,600 3,000,000
 

Kochang relift Plant 810 1,900,000
 

Kahyun relift Plant 1,850 4,700,000
 

Total 4,260 9,600,000
 

The foregoing estimates are close enough for discussion. That for the
 

Keyang stage probably is wit in abo. 10% of the current estimates (subject 

to escallation). The other two might be as much as 20% in error due to
 

errors in my guesses in dividing the costs of canal enlargement and other
 

such costs not obtained on the stage basis.
 

As suggested above, the stage concept for Sin-gog is slighty confused 

since parts of the enlarged channels carry water for more than one stage of 

development. This does not present major difficulties except thaz sor;e care 

should be exercised to assure that an early stage is not credited wiwh 

expenditures appropriately allocated to later stage, in any such jc7 

features. Joint features might also include electrical substations anid 

power lines. The main Sin-gog pumping plant is another joint feature, but 

it offers no problem to the AID loan as it is already built and paid for. 

The FLIA that will operate and maintain the entire system (eventually 

serving 15,926 hectares) is reported to have about 200 "engineers" plus 

some trainees and the usual assortment of skilled labor and support personnel. 

ADC engineers expressed the view that this FLIA could handle almrost any 

repairs to the large pumping plant and other facilities except major 
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Such major work would be
rehabilitation of the 5 large pumps and moLors;. 


contracted to private shops or to the ADC which has machine toolo ca.pablo, of*
 

handling this work. Considering that this FLIA has successfully handle.t a
 

project (including pumps) serving 8,926 ha. for a period of aboub 50 year.;, 

there seems to be no reason to question its ability to handle the expanded 

project.
 

Tho ADO estimates that, wi thout problems of funding, that the entire 

scheme to be served from the Sin-gog pumping plant (15,926 ha) might be 

completed in about three years. All designs are said to be completed. 

Considering that the large pumping plant was finished in less than two years,
 

it appears that the two additional relift plants and various canals and 

distribution could be completed within this three year period (maybe some 

minor "clean-up elements might extend beyond that period). 

The Sin-gog installation and the four-stage development to be ser-vd 

by it are considered to be of special significance in the examination of 

the proposed loan. Its magnitude and complexity provide a good test of 

the capabilities of the Korean organizations. The pumping station exibits 

good workmanship and organizational capabilities. Although the concrete 

above groundlevel was stuccoed and painted, the pump well, discharge bay, 

and gate structures had exposed concrete exhibiting good quality for the 

purpose (rather severe service). The site visit quickly established 

confidence in the ADC to design and construct major works.
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On February 23, the Xa_Po project (#5 in Jun-buk) was visited.
 
The information in the application is not fully descriptive. 
This site 
is a short distance northeast of Kunsan and will irrigate lands mainly 
near the Kum River using water pumped from a smaller river to the south, 
with a modest sized off-channel reservoir to reregulate the flows. The 
pumoing facilities (a plant at the river and two booster plants) are 
finished. Some work is completed on the pipelines from the pumps and a 
tunnel. 
The major remaining work is on the dam (now 40% complete) and 
canals and distribution system. Most of the earth fill on the dam has 
been placed but a spillway, outlet works and stone facing are still needed. 
The embankment work appears acceptable. On this job there is a single 
contractor for all work. Inspection is maintained by the ADC and the FLIA. 

J..oA1fa '1_JLe.
 A_1.I I 
11 * J .1L -a"z &A X Lf S a ,* a . a a..* . . . . .. .... . . ............ .The An-ZDeo dam (R2 in Jun-bug) was visited on February 24. This is 

located roughly 30 km (straight line) south of Jeon-ju. It is about
 
75/ complete, needing mainly 
a few meters more height, the completion of
 
stone .ace, a-nd a spillway. 'he outleut Worcs done.
are WI-th ine-r:t-......
 
height of 22.3 m (about 65 feet) this must be classed as a sizeable da=.
 
It is mainly rock fill with 
a compacted earth core. The workmanship and
 
the core density appear good. The geology of the site is reasonably good
 
granite, 
 judging from the excavation for the dam abutments and spillway.
 
This dam is mentioned further under 
 the heading "Feasib2.lity Studies',. 

Enroute to An-Deog we passed a rather large dam built about 20 years
ago using only Korean tallent. Car window observation suggested excellent
 
condition of the dam and only minor deposition of sediments, gravel, and
 
debris at the head of the reservoir.
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Annex B 

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 611(e) OF
 

THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 19611 AS AMENDED 

I, Michael H. B. Adler, the principal officer of the Agency
 

for International Development in Korea, having taken into account,
 

among other things, the maintenance and utilization of projects
 

in Korea previously financed or assisted by the United States, do
 

hereby certify that inmy judgement Korea has both the financial
 

capability and the human resources capability to effectively
 

utilize the assistance to be provided under the Small/Medium
 

Scale Irrigation Project.
 

Michael B. Aer
 

/ Dat 
Date 
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(March 28, 1974) 

STATUTORY CHECKLIST 

(Irrigation Project)
 

(Loan No. 489-H-089) 

I. FULFILLMENT OF STATUTORY OBJECTIVES 

A. Needs which the Loan is Addressing
 

1. FAA Section lO3. Discuss the 
 1. Increased grain production
extent to which the loan will alleviate resulting from this loan will
starvation, hunger and malnutrition, and 
 replace grain imports, with little
will provide basic services to poor people 
 change in the composition of Korean
enhancing their capacity for self-help. diets. There is 
no general problem 
of starvation and hunger in Korea. 
The loan, however, will assist up to 
approximately 95,000 farm 
iamilies
 
with an average farm size of about
 
2 acres to significantly increase
 
their incomes.
 

2. FAA Section104. Discuss 
 2. The loan is not intended

the extent to which the loan will 
 for such purposes.

increase the opportunities and
 
motivation for family planning; will
 
reduce the rate of population growth;
 
will prevent and combat disease; and
 
will help provide health services for
 
the great majority of the population.
 

3. FAA Section 105. Discuss 
 3. The loan is not intended
 
the extent to which the loan will 
 for such purposes.

reduce illiteracy, extend basic 
education, and increase manpower

training in skills related to develop
ment.
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4. FAA Section 106. Discuss 4. The loan is not irt endedthe extent to which the loan will help 
 to help solve such problems.

solve economic and social development

problems in fields such as transportation,
 
power, industry, urban development, and
 
export development.
 

5. FAA Section 107. Discuss 
 5. The loan is supportive of
the extent to which the loan will support the agricultural economy through
the general economy of the recipient increased production.

country; or will support development
 
programs conducted by private or
 
international organizations.
 

B. Use of Loan Funds 

I. FAA Section110. Has the 
 1. The loan agreement will so
intendbd recipient country provided 
 provide and the planned administrative
satisfactory assurances that it will arrangements will assure it.

provide at least 25% of the costs of
 
the entire program, project or activity

with respect to which such assistance
 
is to be furnished under Sections 103 
-
107 of the FAA?
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2- FAA Section 111. Discuss the 2, The loan will strengthen 
extent to which the loan will the Farm Land Improvement Associations 
strengthen the participation of the which are farmer associations. 1Die 
urban and rural poor in their country's to land reform almost all Korean 
development, and will assist in the farmers are land owners and all 
development of cooperatives which farmers in the project area are small 
will enable and encourage greater and relatively poor. 
numbers of poor people to help 
themselves toward a better life. 

3. FAA Section 1.12. Will any 3. No. 
part of the loan be used to conduct 
any police training or related program 
(other than assistance rendered under 
Section 515(c) of the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 
or with respect to any authority of 
the Drug Enforcement Administration 
or the FBI) in a foreign country? 

4. FAA Section 113. Describe 4. This loan is not intended 
the extent to which the programs, for such purpose. 
projects or activities to be financed 
under the loan give particular attention 
to the integration of women into the 
national economy of the recipient 
country. 

5. FAA Section 114. Will any 5. No. 
part of the loan be used to pay for 
the performance of abortions as a 
method of family planning or to 
motivate or coerce any person to 
practice abortions? 

1I. COUNTRY PERFORMANCE 

A. Progress Towards Country 
qoaii 

1. F"AA Sec. 2Ol(b)( ), 

'Oi(b)(7), 2017b)(8), 208. Discuss 
the extent to which the country is: 



(a) Making appropriate

efforts to increase food production 

and improve means for food storage 

and distribution, 


(b) Creating a favorable 

climate for foreign and domestic private 

enterprise and Lrnvestment; 
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l(a). From 1962 through 1972
 
the National Income accounts show
 
that the real value added in the
 
agriculture sector increased by
 
approximately 55% (a growth rate
 
of 4.5% per year). Significantly,
 
this period included the two
 
drought years of 1967 and 1968; 
however, significant inve.tnment:; 
have been and are being made in 
irrigation facilitie.s which will
 
minimize future weather influences
 
on production.
 

Beginning in 1970, the ROKG adopted
 
a high rice price policy and
 
significantly increased rice prices

relative to other prices. Rice
 
prices were increased 23% on 1970, 
35% in 1971 and 25% in 1972. 5ince 
then prices have been increased 
approximately in line with increases
 
in the general price level. These
 
increases have provided additional
 
incentive for farmers to use
 
fertilizer and other inputs required
 
to increase production.
 

Under loan 489-H-088 for agri- ultural
 
research, substantial effort and
 
expenditure will be made to develop
 
and introduce new crop varieties.
 
Under previous A.I.D. assistance,
 
food storage capacity was improved
 
and increased.
 

1(b). Korea has taken a numrber
 
of effective steps to create a
 
favorable investment climate. A
 
liberal foreign investment Law was
 
enacted, and intensive stud- is
 
being undertaken by the .OKG- of 
means of expanding capital markets. 
An investment center has been 
established, and domestic investment
 
has been assisted by a number of
 
A.I.D. loans such as the loans to the
 
Korea Development Bank. 
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(c) Increasing the 
 l(c). Koren baWJjare :Lliy aipeople's role in the developmental homogeneous people whose :;o(:J 
 ty
process; 
 is relatively free and politic:aLly 
stable. 
 Korea does not possess
 
deep sectional, religious or social
 
cleavages. Korea's rapid economic
 
development benefits increasingly

larger segments of the population.
 

(d) Allocating 
 l(d).
expenditures to development rather 
Korea has wisely allocated
 

its resources in such a way as 
to
than to unnecessary military 
 maximize its economic development
purposes or intervention in other while maintaining sufficient militaryfree countries' affairs; 
 forces to insure a relative freedom
 
from threatened external aggression.

Korea is not intervening in other
 
free and independent nations' affairs.
 

(e) Willing to contri-
 l(e). The ROKG will provide
bute funds to the project or program; 
 at least 25% of the total capital
 
cost of the project.
 

(f) Making economic, l(f). 
 Korean land reform programs
social and political reforms such as 
 have eliminated the large landholding
tax collection improvements and 
 class and have created a large number
changes in land tenure arrangement; o2 independent farmers who own their
and making progress toward respect 
 own small farms. 
 The ROKG has assisted
for the role of law, freedom of 
 in the establishment of a number of
expression and of the press, and 
 farm and fishery cooperatives which
recognizing the importance of 
 have been of significant assistance
individual freedom, initiative, 
 to the farm and fishery communities.
 
and private enterprise;
 

Korea basically has a private
 
enterprise type economy. 
AID has
 
assisted the ROKG in its efforts to
 
reform the equity of tax rates and
 
collection procedures. These reforms
 
have greatly increased both the
 
amount of taxes collect,_d and the

equity with which the program is
 
c&Cministered.
 



(g) Responding to the

vital economic, political and social 

concerns of its people, and 

demonstrating a clear determination 

to take effective self-help 

measures, 


B. Relations with the United States
 

1. FAA See. 620(c). If assistance 
is to a government is the government

indebted to.any U.S. citizen for goods
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On October ]7, 1b72, the Prr!:diden,
 
of' Korea de.lared martial law, f~ivfn 
as reasons domestic and international 
political developments. Under the 
martial law, political liberties were
restricted and the Korean press was
 
placed under tight control. A n(

constitution has since been adopted

and martial law lifted on December
 
13, 1972, but restrictions on
 
political activity and press freedom
 
continue.
 

l(g). The ROKG has made
 
significant progress in its efforts
 
to provide a better life for the
 
average Korean citizen. The Government
 
has encouraged the rapid expansion

of small and medium industr-, stimulated
 
the develoment of farmer c'edit unions 
and fishing cooperatives and ha.,helped in many other ways to better
 
the lot of its people. Korea already

has a high literacy rate and 
s

concerned about extending better
 
health care to all its people.
 

1. No such situation is known
 
to exist.
 

or services furnished or ordered where:
 
(a) such citizen has exhausted available
 
legal remedies, including arbitration,
.or 
(b) the debt is not denied or
 
contested by the government, or (c)

the indebtedness arises under such

government's or a predecessor's unz
 
conditional guarantee?
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2. FAA Sec. 620(d). If the 2. The loan is not intended
 
loan is intended for construction for such purposes.
 
or operation of any productive
 
enterprise that will compete with
 
U.S. enterprise, has the country
 
agreed that it will establish
 
appropriate procedures to prevent
 
export to the U.S. of more than 20%
 
of its enterprises annual production
 
during the life of the loan?
 

3. FAA Suc. 620(e)(1). If assistance 3. No such actions are known
 
is to a government has the country's to have occured.
 
government, or any agency or subdivision
 
thereof, (a) nationalized or expropriated
 
property owned by U.S. citizens or
 
by any business entity not loas than 50%
 
beneficially owned by U.S. citizens, (b)
 
taken steps to repudiate, or nullify
 
exisiting contracts or agreents with such
 
citizens or entity, or (c) imposes or enforced
 
discriminatory taxes or other exactions, or
 
restrictive maintenance or operation conditions?
 
If so, and more than six months has elapsed since
 
such occurrence, identify the document indicating
 
that the overnment, or appropriate agency or
 
subdivision thereof, has taken appropriate
 
steps to discharge its obligations under
 
international law toward suchi cicizen or entity?
 
If less than six months has elapsed, what steps
 
if aiy has it taken to discharge its obligations?
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4. FAA Sec. 620(.). Has the 
 4. No such situation is knowr
country permitted, or failed to take 
 to have occurred.

adequate measures to prevent, the

damage or destruction by mob action
 
of U.S. property, and failed to take
 
appropriate measures to prevent a
 recurrence and to provide adequate

compensation for such damage or
 
destruction?
 

5. FAA 620(l). Has the6,... 5. Yes.
 government instituted an investment
 
guaranty program under FAA Sec. 221
 
(b)(1) for the specific risks of
inconvertibility and expropriation
 
or confiscation?
 

6. FAA Sec. 620(o). Fisherman's 
 6. No.Protective Act of 1954, as amended,

Section5. Has the country seized,
 
or imposed any penalty or sanction
 
against, any U.S. fishing vessel on
 
account of its fishing activities
 
in international waters? 
 If, as a

result of a seizure, the U.S.G. has
 
made reimbursement under the
 
provisions of the Fisherman's
 
Protective Act and such amount has
 
not been paid in full by the seizing

country, identify the documentation
 
which describes how the withholding

of assistance under the FAA has
 
been or will be accomplished.
 

7. FAASec. 620(a). Has the 
 7. No.
 
country been in default, during a
period in excess of six months, in
 
payment t,-
 the U.S. 
on any FAA loan?
 

8. FAA Sec. 620(t). Have 
 8. Diplomatic relations between
diplomatic relations between the 
 Korea and the United States have not
country and the U.S. been severed? 
 been severed.

If so, have they been renewed?
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aLnd the 1.N.
 
1. FAA Sec. 620(i). Has .he I. KOu'e i:.
country been officially represented not known t,, 1,.1v,.


been so represented.
at any international conference when
that representation included planning
activities involving insurrection 
or
subversion directed against the U.S.
or countries receiving U.S. assistance?
 

2. 
FAA Secs.6 20(), 420(n. 
 2. No.
Has the country sold, furnished, or
permitted ships or aircraft under its
registry to carry to Cuba or North
Vietnam, items of economic, military

or other assistance?
 

3. FAA--c, 6 20(u)'A . 3. The Republic of Korea is not . A 
 is the status 
of the
country's U.N. dues, 
a member of the United Nations. 
 The
assessments 
or
other obligations? loan agreement will stipulate that
Does the loan
agreement bar any use of funds to pay 
only eligible commodities and services
 

U.N. assessments, dues or arrearages? 
can be procured with the proceeds of
 
the loan.
 

D. 
Militar Situation
 

1. FAASec.620(i). 
Has the 
 1. No.
country engaged in 
or prepared for
aggressive military efforts directed

against the U.S. 
or countries
 
receiving U.S. assistance?
 

2. FAA Sec. 620(s). 

2.
(i) What i: 


(a) the percentage of the country's 
(i)
 

budget devoted to 
military purposes, (a) For the period 1971-1974
 
and 
 Korean defense budget expenditures


have averaged 4.0 percent of GNP.
 
In 1974, these expenditures 
were
budgeted at 
3.5 percent of GANP.
Defense accounted for 27 percent of
the national budget during 1971-1974
 
and 28 percent in 197h.
 

(b) the amount of the country's foreign
exchange resources used to acquire military 
(b) Foreign exchange purchases
equipment, and 
 of military items were slightly more
than $1 million annually in 1972
 



(c) has the country spent money for 

sophisticated weapons systems purchased

since the statutory limitation became
 
effective?
 

(ii) 
Is the country diverting U.S.

development masistance or PL 480 sales 

to military expenditures? 


(iii) Is the country diverting its 
own resources 
to unnecessary military

expenditures? (Findings on these 

questions are to be made for each 

country at least once each fiscal year

and, in addition, as often as may be 

required by a material change in
 
relevant information.)
 

III. CONDITION OF THE LOAN
 

A. General Soundness
 

Interest and Repayment
 

1. FAA Secs.201(d), 201(b)2).

Is the rate of interest excessive or

unreasonable for the borrower? 
Are

there reasonable prospects for repayment?

What is the grace period interest rate;

the following period interesz rate? 

Is the rate of interest higher than the
country's applicable legal rate of 

interest? 

Financing1. FAA Sec. 201(bl! .' To what 
extent can financing on reasonable termsbe obtained from other free-world sources,
including private sources within the U.S.? 
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and 1973, a negligible portion

of both the defense budget and total.
 
imports. 
 However, this excludje, a
 
substantial amount cf Foreign

Military Sales Credit Purchases for
 
which no foreign exchange has been
 
expended as yet.
 

(c) No
 

(ii) The Department of State and A.I.D.

have reviewed Korean actions under
 
the Symington Amendment and have
 
concluded that Korea is not diverting

U.S. development assistance or PL 480
 
sales to military purposes.
 

(iii) They also determined that Korea
is not diverting its own resources to
 
to unnecessary military expenditures
 
to a degree which materially

interferes with its development. 
 The
 
Country Team concurs.
 

1. The proposed loan contains a
rate of interest which is concessionary.

The borrower has the capacity to repay

the loan at the rates of interest to

be required. 
The rates rn 
-he rroposed

loan are 2% per annum duri 
.--n race

period and 3% per annum thereafter for

the remaining thirty years of tnie re
payment period. 
The interest rate is 
not
 
higher than the country's applicable

legal rate of interest.
 

1. Financing of this activity on terms

comparable to those proposed for this

loan is believed not to be available from

other free-world sources, including
 
private sources within the U.S.
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Economic and Technical Soundness 

1. FAA Secs. 201(b)(2). 201(e). 1. The activity is economically
 
Does the loan application, together with and technically sound, and the loan
 

information and assurances, indicate application and other information
 
that funds will be used in an available to the Mission indicates
 
economically and technically sound that the loan funds will be used in 
manner? an economically and technically 

sound manner. 

2. FAA Sec. 611(a)(1). Have 2. Yes.
 
engineering, financial, and other
 
plans necessary to carry out
 
assistance, and a reasonable firm 
estimate of the cost of assistance
 
to the U.S., been completed?
 

3. FAA Sec. 611(b); App. Sec. 3. Yes.
 
.01. If the loan or grant is for a 
water or related land-resources
 
construction project or program, do
 
plans include a cost-benefit
 
computation? Does the project or
 
program meet the relevant U.S.
 
construction standards and criteria 
used in determining feasibility?
 

4. FAA Sec. 611(e). If this 4. The principal A.I.D. officer
 
is a Capital Assistance Project with in Korea has so certified (see
 
U.S. financing in excess of $1 Annex B).
 
million, has the principal A.I.D.
 
officer in the countr-y certified 
as to the country's capability
 
effectively to maintain and
 
utilize the project?
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B. Relation to Achievement of
 

Country and Regional Goals
 

Country Goals
 

1. FAA Secs. 207, 281(a). 1. The small/medium-scale
 
What is this loan's relation to: irrigation systems to be financed
 

under this loan are directed
 
a. Institutions needed specifically toward enabling Korea
 

for a democratic society and to to better meet its food needs through
 
assure maximum participation on increased productivity and the arable
 
the part of the people in the land base. These systems will be
 
task of economic development? operated and maintained by associations
 

of farmers (Farm Land Improvement
 
b. Enabling the country Associations).
 

to meet its food needs both from
 
its own resources and through There is no direct relation to
 
development, with U.S. help, of items c., d., and e.
 
infrastructure to support increased
 
agricultural productivity?
 

c. Meeting increasing
 
need for trained manpower?
 

d. Developing programs
 
to meet public health needs?
 

e. Assisting other
 
important economic, political, 
and social development activities,
 
including industrial development;
 
growth of free labor unions; 
cooperatives and voluntary 
agencies; improvement of trans
portation and communication systems; 
capabilities for planning and 
puolic administration; urban 
development; and modernization of 
existing laws?
 

2. FAA Sec. 201(b)(4). 2. The proposed irrigation
 
Describe the activity's consistency project is consistent with the ROKGTs
 
with and relationship to other overall efforts to increase the
 
development activities, and its growth rate of the agriculture sectcr
 
contribution to realizable long- and improve the country's ability to
 
range objectives, meet its food needs.
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3. FAA Sec. 20](b)(9). How 3. Through contribution ofwill the activity to be financed increased food production and highercontribute to the achievement of rural incomes.
self-sustaining growth? 

4. FAA Sec. 201(f). If this 4. See 2. and 3. above.

3sa project !car-, describe how
 

such project will promote the
 
country's economic development,

taking into account the country's

human and material resource 
requirements and the relationship

between ultimate objectives of
 
the project and overall economic
 
development.
 

5. FAA Sec. 201(b)(3 . In 5. See 1., 2., and 3. above.what ways does the activity give
reasonable promise of contributing
 
to development of economic
 
resources, or to increase of
 
productive capacities?
 

6. FAASec 281(b). How does 
 6. It recognizes the need
the program under which assistance 
 and desire of small farmers for
is provided recognize the particular 
 increased incomes and improvement
needs, desires, and capacities of 
 in the quality of life.
the country's people; utilize the 
Also it


recognizes the general priority
country's intellectual resources to 
 given to achieving to the extent
encourage institutional developme..nt; 
 possible self-sufficiency in the
and support civic education and 
 domestic production of grains.
training in skills required for 
 There will be greated participation
effective participation in political 
 in the Farm Land Improvement
processes. 

Associations.
 

7. FAA Sec. 601(a). How will

this loan encourage the country's 

7. There is no direct relationst-h
 
efforts to: 

between this loan and the objectives
(a) increase the flow 
 stated in Sec. 601(a) of the Foreir
of international trade; (b) foster .

Assistance Act, except for improving
private initiative and competition; 
 the technical efficiency of agriculture
(c) encourage development and 
i:e and strengthening the cooperative
of cooperatives, credit unions, 
 effort through farmer participation
and savings and loan associations; 
 in the Farm Land Improvement
(d) discourage monopolistic 
 Associations.


practices; (e) imprcve technical 
efficiency of Industry, agriculture,

and commerce; and (f) strengthen
free labor unions?
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8. FAA Sec. 202(a). Indicate 
 8. All of the loan will bethe amount of money under the loan 
 used to finance the procurement of
which is: going directly to private 
 equipment, materials, and services
enterprise; going to intermediate 
 from private sources. The
credi't institutions or other 
 beneficiaries of the project will all
borrowers for use by private 
 be private farmers.

enterprise; being used to finance
 
iports from, private sources; or
 
ot'eriwe being used to finance
 
procurements from private sources.
 

FAA Sec. 61i(a)(2).
V. What 9. No legislative action islegislative action is required required

other than passage of the Supplemental
within the recipient country? 
 Budget to meet the CP for the advance.
Ahat is the basis for a reasonable 
 Although passage of the Supplementary
anticipation that such action will 
 Budget is practically assured by virture
be completed in time to permit 
 of the backing of the ROKG, i-cs failure
orderly accomplishment of purposes 
 would merely remove the posiblity of an
of loan? 
 advance and stretch out AID disbursements
 
over a three year period instead of two.
iegional Goals 
 See Chapter III, d.
 

1. FAA Sec. 619. If this 
 1. Korea is not a newly
Loan is assisting a newly 
 independent nation.
 
independent coimtry, to what
 
extent do the circumstances permit

such assistance to be furnished
 
through multilateral organizations
 
or plans?
 

2. FAA ec. 209. If this 2. This loan is not directed
loan is dire ted at a problem or at a regional problem.
 
an opportun-,ry that is regional in
 nature, how does assistance under 
 Korea is a member of the
this loan encourage a r~giopal 
 Asian Development Bank (ADB) and
development program? 
What is receiving assistance from the
multilateral assistance is 
 World Bank. 
Both of these organipresently being furnished to the 
 zations are beoming increasingly
country? active in Korea.
 



C. Relation to U.S. Econon~y 

Employment, Balance of Payments,

Private Enterprise.
 

±. FAA Secs. 201(b)(6). 102.
What are the possible effects ofthis loan on U.S. economy, with 
special reference to areas of
substantial iabo, surplus?

Describe the extent to which 

assistance is constituted of U.S.
commnodities and services, 

furnished in a manner consistent 
with improving the U.S. balance 

of payments position. 


2. 
FAASes.612(b) 66(h).

What steps have been taken to 

assure that, to the maximum extent 

possible, foreign currencies owned

by the U.S. and local currencies
 
contributed by the country are
 
utilized to meet the cost of

contractual and other services,
 
and that U.S. foreign owned

currencies are utilized in lieu
 
of dollars?
 

3. FAA Sec 601(d); App.Se
._! I-f this loan is for a capitalproject, to what etent has the Agency
encouraged utilization of enginuor-

ing and professional services of

J.S. firms and their affiliates?
'f the loan is to be used to finance 

direct -sts for ,construction, will 

uny of the.ontractors 
 be perbon sother than qualified nationals ofthe country or qualified citizens
of the U.S.? if so, the required
waiver been obtained?
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1. 
The loan should result in up to
72,000 metric tons of additional rice
production per year. 
This will occur

earlier than would be the case 
if the
loan were not made. 
To the extent
this rice or substitute grain would
 
have been imported from the United

States on a commercial basis, this
loan will have an adverse effect on
the U.S. economy. 
As far as loan

dollars are concerned these will be
 
used exclusively for financing U.S.
 
goods and services.
 

2. Korea is not an excess currency

country. 
Local costs in 
excess of 25%

will be contributed by Korea.
 

3. It has been determined that
Corea has adequate engineering services
to complete this project, the components

of which have already been designed.

A provision of the loan agreement will
restrict the use of third-country
nationals in tho construction of th.
irrigation systems. 
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4. FAA Sec. 608(a). Provide 4. U.S. Government Excess
 
information on measures to be taken Property is not appropriate for use
 
to utilize U.S. Government excess in the activity to be financed
 
personal property in lieu of the hereunder.
 
procurement of new items.
 

5. FAA Sec. 602. What efforts 5. Not applicable to the Special
 
have been made to assist U.S. small Letter of Credit procedure being
 
business to participate equitably utilized.
 
in the furnishing of commodities
 
and services financed by this loan?
 

6. FAA Sec. 621. If Lie loan 6. No portion of the project
 
provides technical assistance, how involves the financing of technical
 
is private enterprise on a contract assistance.
 
basis utilized? If the facilities
 
of other Federal agencies will be
 
utilized, in what ways are they
 
particularly suitable; are they
 
competitive with private enterprise
 
(if so, explain); and how can they
 
be made available without undue
 
interference with domestic programs?
 

7. FAA Sec. 611(c). If this 7. All construction contracts
 
loan involves a contract for were let on a competitive basis.
 
construction that obligates in
 
excess of $100,000, will it be on
 
a competitive basis? If not, are
 
there factors which make it
 
i;-pra,::tic able. 

8. FAA Sec. 601(b). Describe 8. Local private contractors
 
the efforts made in connection with have been and will continue to be
 
this loan to encourage and facilitate employed in the construction of
 
participation of private enterprise the irrigation systems. All the
 
in achieving the purposes of the farmer beneficiaries of the project
 
Act. are private entrepeneurs.
 

Procurement
 

1. FAA Sec. 604(a). Will 1. Commodity procurement will
 
commodity procurement be restricted be limited to Korea and the U.S.
 
to U.S. except as otherwise
 
determined by the President?
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2. FAA Sec. o04(b). Will any 2. No. 
part of this loan be used for bulk
 
commodity procurement at adjusted
 
prices higher than the market price
 
prevailing in the U.S. at time of 
purchase?
 

3. FAA Sec. 604(ea. Will any 3. No.
 
part of this loan be used for
 
procurement of any agricultural 
commodity or product thereof outside
 
the U.S. when the domestic price of
 
such commodity is less than parity?
 

4. FAA Sec. 604(f)-. Will the 4. Not applicable under the
 
agency receive the necessary Special Letter of Credit procedures
 
prepayment certification from planned. 
suppliers under a commodity import 
program agreement as to description 
and condition of commodities, and 
on the basis of such, determine 
eligibility and suitability for 
financing? 

D. Other Requirements
 

1. FAA Sec. 201(b). Is the 1. Yes.
 
country among the 20 countries in
 
which development loan funds may
 
be used to make loans in this
 
fiscal year?
 

2. App. Sec. 105. Does the 2. To the extent Section 105 is 
loan agreement provide, with applicable the contracts and contractors 
respect to capital projects, for will be approved, such approval to be 
U.S. approval of contract terms conducted in accord with the spirit in which 
and firms? the project was undertaken and with due 

regard to the respective duties & obligaticn-.
 

of the ROKG.
 

3. FAA So. 620(k). It t- 3. Not applicable. 
loan is for construction of a production 
e-nterprise, with respect to wi-ch-the 
'aggregate value of assistance to be 
L'urnished will exceed $100 million, 
what preparation has been made to obtain 
the express approval of the congress? 



4. FAA Secs. 620(b), 620(f). 

Has the President determined that 

the country is not dominated or 
controlled by the international
 
Communist movement? If the country
 
is a Communist country (including, 
but not limited to, the countries 
listed in FAA Sec. 620(f)) and the
 
loan is intended for economic 
assistance, have the findings
 
required by FAA Sec. 620(f) and
 
App. Sec. 109(b) been made and
 
reported to the Congress?
 

5. FAA Sec. 620(h). What 
steps have been taken to insure that 
the loan will not be used in a 
manner which, contrary to the best 
interest of the United States, 
promotes or assists the foreign aid 
projects of the Communist-bloc 
countries? 

6. App. Sec. 109. Will any 

funds be used to finance procurement
 
of iron and steel products for use
 
in Vietnam other than as contemplated
 
by Sec. 109?
 

7. FAA Sec. 636(i). Will any 

part of this loan be used in 
financing non-U.S.-manufactured 
automobiles? If so, has the required 
waiver been obtained? 

8. FAA Sees. 620(a)(1) and (2), 

6 . Will any assistance be 
furnished or funds made available 
to thc government of Cuba or the 
United Arab Republic? 

9. FAA Sec , 620(g). Will any 

part of this loan be used to 

compensate owners for expropriated or
 
nationalized property? If any
 
assistance has been used for such
 
purpose in the past, has appropriate
 
reimbursement been made to the U.S. 
for sums diverted? 
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4. Yes, the required 
determination has been made. 

5. There are no Communist Bloc 
foreign aid projects in Korea. In 
addition the Loan Agreement will 
contain a provision covering this 
requirement. 

6. No. 

7. Non-U.S.-manufactured
 
automobiles will not be financed.
 

8. No.
 

9. No. No assistance has been
 
used for such purposes in the past.
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10. FAA Sec. 201(f). If this 10. Local private contractors
 

is a project loan, what provisions will be employed in the construction
 

have been made for appropriate of the irrigation systems.
 

participation by the recipient
 
country's private enterprise?
 

ii. App. Sec. 103.Will any 11. No. Funds will be
 

funds under the loan be used restricted to project use only.
 

to pay pensions, etc., for persons
 
who are serving or who have served
 
in the recipient country's armed
 
forces?
 

12. MMA Sec. 901.b. Does the 12. Not applicable under the
 

loan agreement provide for compliance Special Letter of Credit procedures
 

with U.S. shipping requirements, planned.
 
that at least 50% of the gross
 
tonnage of all commodities finLned 
with funds made available under 
this loan (computed separately by 
geographic area for dry bulk
 
carriers, dry cargo liners, and
 
tankers) be transported on privately
 
owned U.S. flag commercial vessels
 
to the extent such vessels are
 
available at fair and reasonable
 
rates for U.S. flag vessels and
 
that at least 50% of the gross
 
freight revenue generated by all
 
shipments financed with funds made
 
available under this loan and
 
transported on dry cargo liners
 
be paid to or for the benefit of
 
privately owned U.S. flag
 
commercial vessels?
 

13. FAA Sec. 481. has the 13. No.
 
President determined that the
 
recipient country has failed to
 
take adequate steps to prevent
 
narcotic drugs produced or procured
 
in, or transported through, such
 
country from being sold illegally
 
within the jurisdiction of such
 
country to U.S. Government personnel
 
or their dependents or from entering
 
the United States umlawfully?
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14. App. Sec. 11O. Is the 14. No.
 
loan being used to transfer funds to
 
world lending inst.tutions under
 
FAA Sec. 209(d) and Sec. 251(h)?
 

15. App. Sec. 601. Are any of 15. No.
 
these funds being used for publicity
 
or propaganda within the United States?
 

16. FAA Sec. 612(d) and Sec. 40 of 16. Korea is not an excess-

PL 91-i37FAA of 1973). Doe ",he currency country.
 
United States own host country excess
 
foreign currency and, if so, what
 
arrangements have been made for its
 
release?
 

i'. FAA Sec. 604(d). Will 17. Not applicable under the
 
provisions be made for placing 
 Special Letter of Credit procedures
 
mari:ne insurance in the U.S. if the planned.
 
recipient country discriminates against
 
any marine insurance company authorized
 
to do business in the U.S.?
 

18. Section 29 of PL 93 - 189 
 18. See Presidential
 
(FAA of 19 3). Is there a military Determi:nation No. 74-14, made
 
base located in the recipient country January 28, 1974.
 
which base was constructed or is
 
being maintained or operated with
 
funds furnished by the U.S., and in
 
which U.S. personnel carry out
 
military operations? If so, has a
 
aetermination been nide that the 
government of such recipient country
 
has, consistent with security, 
authorized access, on a regular
 
basis to bona fide news media
 
correspondents of the U.S. to such
 
mlitary base? 

19. .. Lon 30 ad . i'f i - 19. No. 
189 (FAA of ".77). Will any part of 
the loan be used to finance directly 
ur indirectly military or par,-miitary 
operations by the U.S. or by foreign
 
forces in or over Laos, Cambodia, 
North Vietnam, South Vietnam, or 
Thailand? 
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20. Section 32 of PL 93 - 20, Tbt ROKG follows a eou,';(e 
189 (FAA of With respect to the of action which respect-;interment or inprisonment of the the principles of the Decaran
recipient country's citizens for politi-
 tion.
 
cal purposes, does the recipient country
 
adhere to the United Nations Universal
 
Declaration on Human Rights?
 

21. Section! 37 of PL 93 - 189 21. No.
L,'A Sec. Will9;f3T.:App. 111. 

any p, r: of this loan be used to aid or 
assist generally or in the reconstruction
 
of North Vietnamii 

22. cct-ion 4o(c). Will a 22. No.
 
grant be made to the recipient country
 
to pay all or part of such il,,
 
differential as is determined 
 _ne
 
Secretary of Commerce to exist between
 
U.S. foreign flag vessel charter or
 
fieight rates?
 

23. App. Sec. 112. Will any of 23. No.
 
the funds appropriated or local
 
currencies generated as a result of
 
AID assistance be used for support of
 
police or prison construction and
 
administration in South Vietnam or
 
for support of police training of
 
South Vietnamese? 

24. A - c. 113. Will any of 24. Korea is not an excess
the loan fu, e used to acquire currency country.
 
currency o'-' recipient count from
 
non-;U.S. Treasury sources when . .ss 
currency of that country is on deposit
 
in the U.S. Treasury
 

25. App. Sec, ia4. Have thu House 25. 
This will be done before
 
the Senate Committees on Apyropriations 
 the loan is authorized.
been notified five days in _C Vl::CU of 
the vxailability of funds for the pur
poses of this project.
 

26. ppSe. 6o4. Will a.'y of 26. No.
 
the funds appropriated for this project be 
used to furnish petroleum fuels produced in 
the continental United States to Southeast 
Asia for use by non-U.S. nationals. 
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A.I.D. Loan No. 489-

Project No. 489-.
 
AID-DLC
 

DRAFT
 

LOAN AUTHORIZATION
 

Provided from: Food and Nutrition
 

(Korea: Irrigation Projuct)
 

Pursuant to the authority vested in me as Administrator, Agency for
 

International Develolefent (A.I.D.), by the Foreign Assistance AcL of
 

1961, as amended, (the "Act") and the Delegations of Authority issued
 

thereunder, I hereby authorize the tuisxaent of a loan pursuant
 

to Part I, Chapter 1, Section 103 and Chapter 2, Title I, the
 

Developent Loan Fund, to the Government of the Republic of Korea
 

(BorroweA-of not to exceed Seventeen Million r'o Hundred Thousand
 

Dollars ($17,200,000) to be made available to assist in financing the
 

local currency costs of completing the onstruction of a number of
 

The loan is to be subject to
small/medium-scale irrigation systems. 


the following terms and conditions:
 

1. Interest Kate and Terms of Repayt...
 

This loan shall be repaid by the Government of Korea within forty
 

(40) years after the date of the first disbursement thereunder
 

including a grace period of not to exceed ten (10) years from the
 

date of the first disbursement. The interest on the unrepaid principal
 

balance of the loan shall accrue ffom the date of the first disburse

ment at the rate of two percent (2%) per annum during the grace period
 

and at the rate of three percent (3%) per annum throughout the remain

ing iLfe of the loan. 

2. Currency of Repayment
 

P-rovision shall be made for repayment of th. loan and payment of
 

the interest in United States dollars.
 

Other Terms and Conditions
3. 


a. Borrower sha "bereimbursed in U.S. dollars for up to seventy
 

five percent (75%) of the local currency it has disbursed for costs of
 

completing approved subprojects through the establishment by A.I.D. of
 

a Special Letter of Credit(s) in a U.S. commercial bank(s).
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b. Unless A.I.D. agrees otherwise in writing, project equipmwnl., 
materials and services financed under this loan shall have the!ir
 
source and origin in Korea or in countries included in A.I.1).
 
Geographic Code 941 (Selected Free World).
 

c. The loan shall be subject to such other terms and condition;
 
as A.I.D. may deem advisable.
 

Administrator
 

Date
 




